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Abstract 
Wind power is one of the world's fastest growing industries. The resulting 
penetration of wind power has led to substantial changes in requirements for large 
wind farms. Fault Ride-Through (FRT) was an important new requirement for wind 
farms to remain connected and actively contribute to system stability during a wide 
range of network faults. The wind industry responded with several approaches to 
FRT compliance including dynamic Reactive Power Compensation (dRPC) and pitch 
control. New requirements, combined with the reduced cost and increased efficiency 
of power electronic converters has led to the increasing dominance of Variable Speed 
Wind Turbines (VSWTs). Recent research has therefore focused on VSWTs. 
This Thesis presents a new technology, invented and developed during my PhD 
project, which provides a rearguard opportunity for Fixed Speed Wind Turbines 
(FSWTs) to comply with FRT requirements using a series Dynamic Braking Resistor 
(sDBR). sDBR contributes directly to the balance of active power during a fault by 
inserting a series resistor into the generation circuit, increasing generator terminal 
voltage. The aim of the analysis, simulation and experimental work in this Thesis is 
to demonstrate the potential and scope of sDBR to contribute to FRT compliance of 
FSWTs. sDBR is shown to be a simple and effective means of displacing expensive 
dRPC to achieve full compliance with Great Britain's FRT requirements. It is also 
shown to be capable of contributing to compliance with the more onerous FRT 
requirements in conjunction with other technologies. Detailed transient simulations 
of sDBR were confirmed by experimental results using a 7.5kW test-rig. 
Although the FSWT market is severely weakened, opportunities remain in niche 
markets for new and existing wind farms. Continued research into high-speed 
switching, variable resistance and integrated control could further improve basic 
sDBR performance. Further research into new applications with distribution 
networks, small wind turbines and doubly-fed induction generators could also extend 
its application in new markets with longer horizons. 
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Definitions 
Distribution system Low, medium and high voltage networks distributing power 
to consumers and/or collecting power from distributed 
generators. 
Dynamic model Mathematical representation of an electrical and/or 
mechanical system that allows simulation of the system's 
response to disturbances 
Dynamic stability Ability of an electro-mechanical power system to return to a 
stable (steady-state) condition after a disturbance 
Fault ride-through Requirement for generators to remain transiently stable and 
connected to the power system during a defined set of system 
voltage disturbances. 
Grid Code Operating procedures and principles governing the 
transmission system operator's relationship with direct users 
and indirect users that impact on the transmission system (i. e. 
medium and large generators) 
Grid Entry Point Point at which the wind farm connects to the Transmission 
System. 
Inertia Property of a rotating body, proportional to mass, that resists 
change in speed. SI units are kg m2. 
Inertia constant Conventional expression of rotating inertia in power system 
representing the inertial energy stored per unit machine power 
rating. 
Large wind farm For the purpose of this Thesis, a wind farm with an export 
power capacity in the range 30-15OMW. 
Large generators Generators subject to the full requirements of Grid Codes. 
Small generators Generators not subject to the requirements of national Grid 
Codes. 
Steady-state system System with an unchanging or repetitively oscillating 
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dynamic state 
Stiffness Ability of a coupling to resist twisting and is expressed as the 
ratio of torque to deflection. SI units are Nm/rad. 
Supcrgrid voltage Any voltage greater than 200kV 
System operator Entity with responsibility for operating a power system or 
part thereof 
Transient stability As dynamic stability but generally referring to the electrical 
system 
Transmission High voltage network carrying bulk power across a power 
system system 
Abbreviations 
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DBR Dynamic Braking Resistor 
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pu per unit (dimensionless unit system used through-out this Thesis) 
PMSG Permanent magnet synchronous generator 
PWM Pulse Width Modulation 
QSS Quasi-Steady-State (as defined in Appendix B) 
rms root-mean-square 
Rol Republic of Ireland 
RPC Reactive Power Compensation 
sDBR series Dynamic Braking Resistor (applied to invention in this Thesis) 
SFIG Singly Fed Induction Generator 
STATCOM STATic synchronous COMpensation 
Svc Static Var Compensation 
TSC Thyristor Switched Capacitors 
VSWT Variable Speed Wind Turbine 
WRIG Wound rotor induction generator 
WTG Wind Turbine Generator 
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t Time 
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xvi Notation 
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1. Introduction 
I. I. Wind Penetration Growth and its Consequences 
Wind power is one of the world's fastest growing industries. This growth, illustrated 
in Figure I -I (Hansen and Hansen 2007; Hansen and Hansen 2007), has been driven 
by international and national objectives on carbon emissions reductions and 
renewable energy penetration. 
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Figure I-1: World-wide installed wind generation capacity (1997-2007) 
Increasing penetration of wind power in power systems in the early years of this 
decade caused many Transmission System Operators (TSOs) to substantially revise 
existing codes (Grid Codes) that define the technical requirements for large 
generators. These changes were specifically designed to ensure that wind farms are 
able to support system stability and contribute to voltage and frequency control. A 
particular concern of the TSOs was that wind farms should remain connected and 
actively contribute to the system during a wide range of network faults. This 
requirement, known as fault ride-through (FRT), is now required for connection of 
large wind farms in most developed countries (Iov, Hansen et al. 2007). In Great 
Britain (GB), FRT is imposed on all wind farms classified as medium and large 
(>-IOMW in northern Scotland and >50MW in England) and also on smaller 
embedded wind farms at the discretion of the Distribution Network Operators 
(DNOs). 
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FRT performance requirements differ according to the dynamic characteristics of the 
respective power system. Smaller power systems, with little or no interconnection, 
are more prone to frequency instability and hence their Grid Codes typically 
emphasise the provision of active power. Ireland (North and South), with a 
maximum system demand of 6GWJ, represents a small, near-isolated system with a 
challenging requirement to restore power within one second of fault clearance (ES13 
National Grid 2005; Fagan, Grimes et al. 2005). Great Britain, with a maximum 
demand of 60GW, represents a larger near-isolated system with similar requirements 
(Johnson and Tleis 2005; NGET 2007). In contrast, frequency stability in continental 
European countries such as Germany is strengthened by interconnections within the 
Union for the Co-operation of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE). UCTE-members 
therefore have less onerous power restoration requirements (Erlich and Bachmann 
2005; E. ON Nezt 2006). 
1.2. Wind Turbine Concepts and Fault Ride-Through Technologies 
The wind industry has responded to the introduction of FRT requirements in several 
ways according to wind turbine technology type. For the purpose of considering FRT 
response, it is convenient to categorise commercial wind turbines in four main types 
(Hansen 2001; Hansen 2005), as shown in Figure 1-2. 
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Figure 1-2: Classification of wind turbine concepts 
The type A category can be further divided in two parts, AI being fixed bladed (e. g. 
Nordex N60) and A2 being pitch controlled (e. g. Siemens 1.3MW Combistall). The 
red dotted "add-ons" to each concept in Figure 1-2 represent state-of-art technologies 
or enhancements used to contribute to meeting FRT requirements, as summarized in 
Table 1-1. 
Type FIRT enhancement 
Al. Dynamic reactive power compensation (dRPC) 
A2. dRPC and pitch-control (power ramping) 
B. As Al. 
C. Rotor converter protection + pitch control (power ramping) 
D. Pitch control (power ramping) + braking resistors on dc link 
Table I-1: State-of-art technologies/enhancements to meet FRT requirements 
Pitch control, where available, is therefore a central feature of most FRT strategies 
for modern wind turbines. However, there are still significant response limitations 
4 Fault ride-through of wind farms using series dynamic braking resistors 
when this method is applied to smaller power systems. Although the blade pitch 
actuators are powerful enough to fully pitch the blades within a fraction of a second, 
the dynamic axial forces on the turbine tower resulting from restoring power at this 
rate are very onerous. Faster restoration times may be achieved by improved 
structural design but it is likely that these dynamic forces will remain a substantial 
design issue where sub-second restoration times are required. As a consequence, 
pitch control is not necessarily the final solution for FRT compliance and there is still 
an opportunity for technologies that reduce or eliminate dependence on pitch control 
systems or allow retrospective enhancement of existing wind farms without power 
control. This opportunity is greatest with type A and B turbine concepts. 
1.3. Market Analysis of Wind Turbine Concepts 
Having identified an opportunity for FRT technologies, especially associated with 
type A and B concepts, it is appropriate to look at the market for such technologies. 
The changes in relative market shares of the four wind turbine concepts from 1997 to 
2005 (latest information available) are shown in Figure 1-3. 
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Figure 1-3: Relative market share of wind turbine concepts (I lansen and Hansen 2007) 
Figure 1-3 shows the strong growth of the DFIG concept (type Q market share from 
5% in 1997 to 64% in 2005. In contrast, the fixed speed (type A) and Oplislip (type 
B) concepts have declined from a dominant combined share of 80% in 1997 to less 
than 20% in 2005. This decline has accelerated since the widespread introduction of 
FRT requirements in 2004/5 and the combined market share for types A and B is 
0 
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now less than 10%. Notably, the two most common European multi-megawatt fixed 
speed turbines (Siemens 1.3MW and Nordex N60) are being withdrawn from the 
market. In contrast, there is a resurgence of smaller fixed speed machines in China 
because of the 300% growth in the Chinese wind industry in 2007. 
There has therefore been a significant downturn in opportunities for enhancing the 
FRT performance of new wind farms projects with FSWTs in Europe. The greatest 
opportunity for FRT technologies specifically aimed at FSWTs is currently in the 
Asian market. The greatest opportunity associated with FSWTs in Europe could be 
the retrofitting of FRT technology to existing FSWT wind farms in countries such as 
Spain, Germany and Denmark, where there is high penetration of wind power pre- 
dating the requirements for FRT compliance. 
1.4. PhD Methodology and Aim 
My aim at the outset of this PhD programme in 2003/4 was to identify a novel 
concept that would address the fundamental principles of FRT, thereby avoiding 
excessive dependence on particular manufacturers' design or control. The most 
fundamental principle underlying FRT stability is power balance. A grid fault 
temporarily reduces the ability of the electrical system to absorb the wind farm's 
power input. This results in a power imbalance across the wind farm system resulting 
in acceleration of the mechanical drive train. Without mitigation the drive train will 
accelerate to a point at which shutdown is required to protect the turbine blades. All 
FRT technologies must therefore contribute to balancing the wind farm system, 
either by reducing the power input (by furling the turbines blades), increasing the 
power output (by boosting electrical system capability) or by increasing power 
dissipation within the wind farm system. I chose to focus on increasing power 
dissipation in the wind farm electrical system using resistors. I started by analysing 
the effect of several options, shown in Figure 1-4, on the FRT performance of 
FSWTs and DFIG-VSWTs. 
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Figure 1-4: Switched resistor options 
Of these options, the switched grid series resistance was found to be the simplest and 
most effective at improving FRT performance. However, further analysis and 
discussion of rotor series resistance and stator shunt resistance is presented in 
Chapter 3. 
Switched grid series resistance, subsequently termed series dynamic braking 
resistance (sDBR), therefore became the central focus of the PhD and is the central 
theme of this Thesis. I initially investigated the application of sDBR to both FSWT 
and DFIG-VSW'I's wind turbines concepts and found that there were significant 
benefits in both cases. However, two factors persuaded me to focus on FSWTs. 
Firstly, Vestas had a prior patent (Fedderson 2006) on the use of a series resistor in 
association with DFIGNSWT, albeit with a different objective. Secondly, the benefit 
of sDBR in conjunction with DFIG-VSWTs was significantly dependent on the 
interaction of the converter control system and the resistor. I considered that this 
dependency combined with the vast array of control strategies for this type of 
machine would make it difficult to produce persuasive and widely applicable results. 
I therefore decided to direct the remainder of the PhD and the whole of my Thesis 
Introduction 
exclusively towards the analysis and experimental investigation of sDBR with 
FSWTs. The aim of the analysis and experimental work reported in this Thesis was 
to demonstrate the potential and scope of sDBR to contribute to FRT compliance of 
FSWTs in countries with relatively small isolated power systems where rapid power 
restoration is emphasised. Great Britain (GB) and the Republic of Ireland (Rol) were 
selected as the most appropriate countries that meet this criterion. 
1.5. Structure of Thesis 
This Section explains the structure of this Thesis and outlines the content of each 
Chapter. The Thesis initially establishes the need for and extent of FRT requirements 
and reviews the current technologies used to facilitate the compliance of FSWT wind 
farms. It then develops and applies models for steady-state and transient analysis of 
the exploratory sDBR technology in comparison with a state-of-art dRPC alternative. 
This analysis is then supported by experimental work leading to final conclusions on 
the performance and likely viability of sDBR for new wind farms and retrospective 
upgrades of existing wind farms. 
Chapter 2 introduces the basis for FRT requirements and explains why fault-induced 
loss of generation is particularly significant for the stability of isolated power 
systems. GB and Rol Grid Code requirements are then used to derive benchmark 
fault scenarios and success criteria used to evaluate FRT technology performance. 
Chapter 3 reviews the current technologies used to improve the FRT performance of 
FSWT wind farms, focusing on the means by which these technologies improve the 
dynamic stability and facilitate restoration of active power to the grid. 
Chapter 4 derives reduced system models with sufficient accuracy for steady-state 
and transient FRT analysis of FSWT wind farms with sDBR and dRPC. 
Chapter 5 uses the steady-state model derived in Chapter 4 to characterise the quasi- 
steady-state (QSS) behaviour of a representative wind farm and thereby infer the 
comparative FRT performance of dRPC and sDBR technologies. The application of 
QSS analysis is supported by background and theoretical underpinning in Appendix 
B. 
Chapter 6 uses the transient model derived in Chapter 4 to analyse and compare the 
FRT performance of sDBR and dRPC technologies under the full range of 
benchmark fault scenarios defined in Chapter 2. The results are compared with QSS 
results of Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 7 demonstrates the sDBR concept experimentally using a very small-scale 
representation of a wind farm and grid system. An appropriate fault scenario was 
applied to the rig to test the beneficial effects of sDBR on wind farm stability. 
Chapter 8 derives conclusions regarding the absolute and comparative FRT 
performance of sDBR from the results of theoretical analysis, numerical simulation 
and experimentation. 
Appendix A clarifies the per unit system, used throughout this Thesis for equations 
that lay the foundation for all its analysis and simulation. 
Appendix B defines and justifies the use of QSS analysis in this Thesis. 
2. Fault Ride-Through Requirements 
2.1. Introduction 
Fault ride-through (FRT) is the ability of a generator to remain connected and 
actively contribute to system stability during a wide range of network fault scenarios. 
FRT is particularly important in securing stability in regions where wind is becoming 
a significant contributor to the power system's dynamic performance. The primary 
concern of a System Operator in this regard is that a transmission system fault that 
directly leads to the loss of its largest single power station, currently 1320MW in 
Great Britain (NGET 2004), does not lead to cascade tripping of other generators due 
to propagated voltage depression. A scenario of this type could lead to an unplanned 
system power imbalance with resulting frequency instability and under-frequency 
tripping of demand. 
In contrast, Great Britain (GB) and Republic of Ireland (Rol) recommendations for 
embedded generation (ENA 1991; ENA 1995) have historically encouraged the 
disconnection of generators during grid faults as a means of preventing undesirable 
islanding of distribution networks. Furthermore, until 2003, GB and Rol Grid Codes 
excluded renewable generators from technical requirements, including fault ride- 
through (FRT), imposed on large generators. As a result, wind turbines would 
generally disconnect during a grid fault and reconnect after a few minutes delay. 
FRT requirements were only introduced in these countries in the period 2003-6. 
This Chapter uses established principles (Kundur 1993; Machowski, Bialek et al. 
1997) to explain why the loss of generation resulting from voltage disturbance is 
particularly significant for the stability of isolated power systems. The specific FRT 
requirements of Grid Codes in GB and Rol are then presented with reference to the 
characteristics of their respective power systems, based mainly on Rol studies. These 
Grid Code requirements are used to derive benchmark fault scenarios and criteria 
evaluate FRT technology performance in the remainder of this Thesis. 
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2.2. Power System Definition 
For the purpose of this Thesis a power system is defined as an isolated, synchronous 
AC system that delivers power from rotary generators to consumer loads via an 
electrical network. The system may comprise a few generators and loads on a small 
island (e. g. Canaries or Eigg) or several thousand generators and loads distributed 
across a large geographic area (e. g. GB or Australia). A powersystem of this type is 
shown generically in Figure 2-1. 
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- ---- GENERATION ------------- W --- LOAD ----------- ----- 
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Figure 2- 1: Isolated power system schematic 
The common feature of isolated power systems, shown in Figure 2-1, is that energy 
is conserved and therefore total power supply and demand is instantaneously 
balanced in steady operation. This conservation principle is expressed by Eq. 2.1. 
pill ý Ploss + POW 
2.3. Power System Stability 
2.3.1. Classification 
Power system stability is defined as "the ability (? f an electric power system, for a given 
initial operaling condition, to regain a state of operating equilibrium after heing subjected to 
a physical disturbance, with most system variables hounded so that practically the entire 
system remains intact. " (KLindur, Paserba et al. 2004). It is impractical and 
uneconomic for a power system to be stable for every possible disturbance. It is 
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therefore necessary to define the range of disturbances for which the power system 
should be designed and operated to remain stable. Grid Codes play an important role 
in this process by specifying minimum design and operating criteria for generators 
and their interface with the transmission system. 
Due to its many dimensions and high complexity power system stability is generally 
classified in discrete categories as shown in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: Classification of power system stability (Kundur, Paserba et al. 2004) 
2.3.2. FRT stability 
The undesirable tripping of a generator due to a transmission fault may affect rotor 
angle stability by causing excessive loading of an interconnecting transmission 
circuit, frequency stability by increasing system power imbalance and/or voltage 
stability by changing network voltage profiles. Voltage stability is a localized issue, 
typically associated with weak networks (Akhmatov 2003(a); Eirgrid 2004). 
Frequency stability is a system issue common to isolated systems with limited inertia 
and reserve (Ilorne, Flynn et al. 2004) but also impacting large interconnected 
systems following unplanned decoupling (UCTE 2006). This Thesis focuses on 
shorl-lerm frequency stability in isolation, in spite of the interaction of voltage and 
rotor angle stability, in order to address a central factor that drives the requirement 
for FRT and power restoration in isolated power systems. Short-fel-m is defined in 
this context as being up to 10 seconds and relates to inertial and primary reserve 
response, as described in Section 2.4. 
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2.4. Frequency Stability 
2.4.1. Purpose 
The objective of this Section is to show how the loss of generation resulting from 
fault-induced disturbances can undermine the stability of a power system. The scope 
of this investigation, in accordance with the overall objectives of the Thesis, is 
limited to short-term frequency stability of isolated power systems dominated by 
rotating plant. 
2.4.2. Reduced system model 
The fundamental frequency of a synchronous power system (system frequency) is 
expressed as angular frequency or velocity, co.,, as shown in the reduced model of 
Figure 2-3. 
Lumped three-phase network 
Pi. 
1--y--j 
Lumped load 
Inertia, J, 
P"Ut 
Figure 2-3: Reduced representation of a power system 
The model of Figure 2-3 neglects secondary oscillations, caused by "flexible" 
mechanical and electrical couplings, in order to highlight the system's fundamental 
dynamic response. Given the stiff coupling of the two masses in Figure 2-3 and the 
dominance of generator inertia, the model can be further reduced to a single mass 
with inertia equal to the total inertia of generators connected to the system. A typical 
generation portfolio comprises high and low speed steam turbine generators with 
inertia 2 (J) in the range 5 to 20. Os on a per unit base of connected rated capacity 
(Kundur 1993, Table 3.2). However, the following analysis uses a power demand 
base, typically one-third less than the sum of connected rated capacities, and 
therefore a corrected lumped generation inertia of 15 is appropriate. 
2 Per unit inertia (J), as defined in the Definitions and Appendix A is used in place of inertia constant 
(11) through-out this Thesis. 
Lumped generator inertia, J. 
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2.4.3. System dynamics 
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The instantaneous loss of a large generation plant will lead to an initial power 
imbalance equal to the pre-loss output of the tripped plant, Pgj. This imbalance will 
result in acceleration given by Eq. 2.2 (Jenkins, Allan et al. 2000, Eq. 3.45). 
dco, 
= 
Pin - Pnlt = 
Pnet 
(2.2) 
dt Jco 3 Jco s 
Under steady-state conditions net power is, by definition, zero. Loss of generation 
power would therefore lead to a net power deficit, with the resulting deceleration 
counteracted by the response of primary spinning reserve plant and load shedding for 
more severe frequency depressions. In the following example, load shedding is 
neglected and the spinning reserve response is described by Eq. 2.3 as constant ramp 
rate, k, (on reserve capacity base, P, ) starting at the instant of generation loss, to. 
P. 
e 
(2.3) 
., 
(t) = k, (t - to 
)P, 
- Pgj 
Substituting Eq. 2.3 into Eq. 2.2, integrating and re-arranging gives Eq. 2.4, for the 
case where generation loss occurs at time zero and initial angular velocity is unity. 
ý, P, t -, 2Plt+Jj 
j 
(2.4) 
Equation 2.4 is valid up for k, (t - to) <I and can therefore be used to study the initial 
period of response including the sensitivity of the angular velocity nadir (lowest 
point). 
2.4.4. All-Ireland case study 
For this study the all-Ireland power system is defined by the parameters of Table 2-1. 
Parameter description Value Value (pu) 
System demand 400OMW 1.0 
Generation loss, P., 40OMW 0.1 
Primary reserve, P, 520MW 0.13 
Reserve power ramp rate, k, 68MW/s 0.13 
Power system inertia, J. 15s 
Table 2-1: Dynamic parameters based on all-Ireland power system 
The values in Table 2-1 are based on the all-Ircland power system with loss of a 
40OMW CCGT generation station (Home, Flynn et al. 2004) during a period of 
moderate demand. Primary reserve has been selected at a level representative of 
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conservative system operation with the current level, 750MW, of' wind power 
capacity (Dohcrty and O'Malley 2005, Fig 7). 
Figure 2-4a compares the response of a simplified all-Ireland power system for three 
wind power loss scenarios by substituting parameters from Table 2-1 in Eq, 2.4. 
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I CK 01234567 
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b. Full response of m tilt iple order model 
(from I lorne, Flynn et al. 2004) 
Figure 2-4: Frequency response of all-Ireland system using simplified and full models 
The solid line of Figure 2-4a shows the response of the base-case system of Table 
2-1. The speed nadir of about 0.98pu occurs 6 seconds after the loss of generation. 
This nadir is more severe but comparable in form (noting the difference in timescale) 
to the response of Figure 2-4b resulting from a full transient model of the all-Ireland 
transmission system with the loss of 450MW from the HVDC link to Scotland 
(Ilorne, Flynn et al. 2004). The increased severity of this study may be due to a 
pessimistic choice of reserve, system demand and/or inertia, each unspecified in the 
referred study. 
The dashed and dotted lines of Figure 2-4a show the effect of the consequential loss 
of IOOMW and 20OMW of wind power respectively. In the case of IOOMW wind 
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power loss, load shedding is likely to be initiated 3 but the system still recovers 
without it from a speed nadir of 0.968pu. In the case of 20OMW wind power loss, the 
system will collapse without the intervention of load shedding because there is 
insufficient primary reserve to compensate for the total generation loss. 
It is apparent that even a small level of' generation loss due to fault-induced 
instability of wind farms has a significant impact on frequency stability, leading to 
increased load shedding incidents and/or system collapse. This detrimental effect can 
be compensated by increasing the primary reserve capacity and hence system 
operating costs. The motivation for FRT therefore derives from the duty of System 
Operators to operate an economic transmission system. 
2.4.5. Post- fault power restoration 
Loss of wind power can arise by generator tripping or by active power constraint. 
Power constraint is a common aspect of wind turbine FRT compliance strategies. 
This Section illustrates the sensitivity of frequency stability to power constraint and 
the associated speed of post-fault restoration. 
The following study uses the base-case all-Ireland scenario of Table 2-1 but assumes 
that 50OMW of wind power is affected by the voltage depression and remains stable 
by initially constraining its power output to IOOMW and then restoring its initial 
output at the rate of IOOMW per second. Such a response, shown in Figure 2-5, is 
representative of a wind farm comprising wind turbines with active power control. 
500 ---------------- 
400 ------ ----------- of---- -------- - -'0 .............. 
0. .1- 40OMW generator output 
/. 
/e 
11 ----- Wind power output 
100 ------ ....... 1- .1 ---------------- Primary reserve output 
L 0 
to I Is t2s 14s +-7.6s 
Time (S) 
Figure 2-5: Power-time graph of power restoration scenario 
3 Under-frequency load shedding is applied to certain industrial customers in most power systems and 
is triggered below 0.98pu speed in Ireland. This feature is not modelled in this study. 
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A simple model was constructed in Matlab-Simulink to study the response of the 
scenario of Figure 2-5 and compare it with the basc-case all-Ircland scenario of 
Section 2.4.4 and alternative constraint scenarios with faster restoration times. The 
results of these simulations are shown in Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-6: Comparison of frequency response for three power restoration rates 
Figure 2-6 shows that the effect of wind power constraint with power restoration of 4 
seconds is very severe. The frequency nadir is depressed from 0.98pu to 0.966pu 
which would result in substantial load shedding. The significant benefit shown for 
reducing the restoration time to I second explains why Rol and GB Grid Codes limit 
power restoration time to a maximum of I second, as described in Section 2.6. 
2.5. Characteristics of Voltage Disturbance 
2.5.1. Purpose 
Having established the need for FRT and the importance of power recovery, this 
Section investigates the range of voltage disturbances for which the capability should 
apply. The characteristic of a voltage disturbance is shaped by the fault type, 
protection speed and propagation distance. The purpose of this Section is to explore 
these factors in order to clarify the basis for the FRT requirements in Section 2.6 
2.5.2. Fault types 
Severe voltage disturbances are caused by short-circuits between one phase and 
earth, two phases, two phases and earth or three phases of a transmission circuit, as 
shown by RoI statistical data of Figure 2-7. 
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Period Voltage level ý 3-phase 2-phase I-phase 
15 years 400 IN 
j 
16-67 16-67 66-66 
20 years 220 IN 14-29 8-96 76-75 
20 ears l 10 W 46-30 19-97 33-73 
Figure 2-7: Fault type as a percentage of total faults (Eirgrid 2004, Table A4) 
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The most common fault types on higher voltage systems are shown in Figure 2-7 to 
be unbalanced phase-to-earth but the most severe stability scenarios are generally 
considered to be balanced three-phase (Akhmatov 2005(b), Table 4.3). A more 
extensive study of fault types and frequencies covering several European countries 
and the USA is given in a comprehensive Riso report (Iov, Hansen et al. 2007). 
2.5.3. Protection speed 
The objective of a protection system is to disconnect a fault from the rest of the 
transmission system in the shortest possible time. It achieves this using one or more 
main protection systems supported by one or more back-up protection systems. 
There are generally two categories of transmission protection, unit and distance, as 
shown in Figure 2-8. 
LH , 
Unit zone -. I 
Pilot cable 
a) Unit scheme 
Zone 2 
LH Zone I RH 
b) Distance scheme 
Figure 2-8: Transmission protection schemes 
The unit scheme shown in Figure 2-8a is the fastest and most expensive protection 
method, used throughout the GB transmission system and on higher voltage circuits 
in the Rol system. They operate by measuring the difference between current flowing 
into and out of a single circuit or "zone". They are fast because they are inherently 
insensitive to faults outside their zone of detection and therefore have no reason to 
delay relay operation to discriminate with other devices. They are expensive because 
of the need for end-to-end communication by pilot cable but this expense is justified, 
especially on strategic circuits, by improving system stability. Typical worst case 
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clearance times of unit protection systems are 80ins at 400kV, I OOrns at 275kV and 
120ms at 132kV (National Grid Electricity Transmission (WIFT) 2007, 
CC. 6.2.2.2.2). 
The t1istance scheme shown in Figure 2-8b is slower and cheaper than the unit 
protection scheme and is used widely on II OkV transmission circuits in Rol. They 
operate by independently measuring voltage and current at each end of a single 
circuit. They are slower because they are sensitive to faults outside their primary 
protection zone and must therefore discriminate between "internal" (zone 1) faults 
and "external" (zone 2) faults, as shown in Figure 2-8b. This discrimination is 
achieved by delaying relay operation by typically by 300-400ms for zone 2 faults. 
The voltage disturbance characteristics of unit and distance protection schemes can 
be compared by the voltage-time trajectories of Figure 2-9. 
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Figure 2-9: Voltage-time characteristics associated with 3-phase solid faults 
The voltage-time characteristics of Figure 2-9 are the starting point for developing a 
range of FRT scenarios. Other scenarios may include cases where main protection 
systems fail and back-up protection systems are called upon with an operation times 
as long as one second. The statistical distribution of clearance times for the 
transmission system in Rol is shown inTable 2-2. 
CLEARANCE TIME IN 400 W 220 W ESB Customers' 
SECONDS SYSTEM SYSTEM 110 W 110 W 
SYSTEM PLANT 
0.0-0.1 2 25 19 
0-1-0-2 - 5 45 1 
0-2-0-6 5 1 
0-6-1-0 2 
1-0-1-2 
OVER 12 1 
Table 2-2: Statistical distribution of clearance times in Rol, 2000 (Eirgrid 2004, Table 132) 
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It can be noted from Table 2-2 that all 400kV and 220kV system faults and 90% of 
II OkV faults on the Rol system are cleared within 200ms and that only 3% of faults 
are not cleared within 600ms. 
2.5.4. Propagation distance 
Propagation distance depends on the electrical strength of the transmission system. 
a. 220kV fault at Tarbert 220kV fault at Cashia 
Figure 2- 10: Fault-induced voltage depression in the Irish transmission system 
Figure 2-10a shows the voltage profile across the whole of Rol during a short-circuit 
fault at the Tarbert 220kV substation in County Kerry. Figure 2-10b shows the 
voltage profile for a similar fault at Cashla in Galway. The figures illustrate that 
severe fault-induced voltage depression can extend over a wide geographical area 
and can therefore simultaneously impact on several generators. Similar studies 
carried out on the transmission system of GB (Wu, Holdsworth et al. 2003) show 
much smaller geographical distributions of voltage depression due to the greater 
electrical strength of the GB network. 
The propagation of voltage depressions arising from two faults on the Rol 
transmission system (Eirgrid 2004) are shown in Figure 2-10. 
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2.6. National Grid Code Requirements 
2.6.1. Code selection 
Section 2.4 establishes the need for wind farm FRT and the desirability of' rapid 
restoration of pre-fault output power. Section 2.5 provides the basis for a range of 
voltage depression scenarios that wind farms should ride-through in order to meet the 
need for stability. Each system operator must define its requirements according to the 
particular characteristics of its transmission system. The FRT requirements of the 
Rol and GB Grid Codes have been selected because they represent medium and large 
isolated power systems as defined in this Chapter. These requirement can be 
compared with those of several other European and North American countries in a 
comprehensive Riso report (lov, Hansen et at. 2007) 
2.6.2. Rol Grid Code requirements 
EirGrid is the Rol transmission system operator (TSO). The Grid Code (EirGrid 
2007) has been significantly revised since 2004 to establish new requirements for 
wind farms. These requirements are set out in section WFPSI, Wind [, arm Power 
Station Grid Code Provisions, including section WPS 1.4 specifically on FRT. 
WPSIA requires that wind farms remain connected for voltage dips above the heavy 
black line in Figure 2-11 b on any or all of the phases at the high voltage terminals of 
the grid connected transformer shown in Figure 2-11 a, 
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2.6. National Grid Code Requirements 
2.6.1. Code selection 
Section 2.4 establishes the need for wind farm FRT and the desirability of rapid 
restoration of pre-fault output power. Section 2.5 provides the basis for a range of 
voltage depression scenarios that wind farms should ride-through in order to meet the 
need for stability. Each system operator must define its requirements according to the 
particular characteristics of its transmission system. The FRT requirements of the 
Rol and GB Grid Codes have been selected because they represent medium and large 
isolated power systems as defined in this Chapter. These requirement can be 
compared with those of several other European and North American countries in a 
comprehensive Riso report (lov, Hansen et al. 2007) 
2.6.2. Rol Grid Code requirements 
EirGrid is the Rol transmission system operator (TSO). The Grid Code (EirGrid 
2007) has been significantly revised since 2004 to establish new requirements for 
wind farms. These requirements are set out in section WFPSI, Wind Farm Power 
Station Grid Code Provisions, including section WPS 1.4 specifically on FRT. 
WPSIA requires that wind farms remain connected for voltage dips above the heavy 
black line in Figure 2-11 b on any or all of the phases at the high voltage terminals of 
the grid connected transformer shown in Figure 2-11 a,. 
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As well as remaining connected, WPS 1.4 reqUires that the wind Carni exports active 
power in proportion to the retained voltage during the voltage dip and restores at 
least 90% of available active power within one second of' the recovery of' 
transmission system voltage to the normal range (nominal ± 10%). 
2.6.3. GB Grid Code requirements 
National Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET) is the GB TSO. The Grid Code 
(National Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET) 2007) has been significantly revised 
since 2003 to establish new requirements for all forms of generation including wind 
farms. The FRT requirements, contained in CC. 6.3.15 and Appendix 4 of the Code, 
are classified as short circuit and voltage dip. 
Short-circuit requirements of CC. 6.3.15a state that a wind farm shall remain 
transiently stable and connected without tripping of any individual wind turbines for 
a solid short circuit three phase or unbalanced fault on the closest point of the 
Supergrid (275kV and above). The voltage-time profile of typical short circuit faults 
is shown in Figure 2-12b. 
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For the short circuit faults illustrated in Figure 2-12, active power export must be 
restored to 90% of the available level within 0.5 seconds of the recovery of the grid 
entry point voltage, shown in Figure 2-12a, to 90% of nominal. 
Voltage (lip requirements of CC. 6.3.15b state that a wind farm shall remain 
transiently stable and connected without tripping of any individual wind turbines for 
balanced Supergrid voltage dips and durations anywhere on or above the heavy 
black line in Figure 2-13a, as shown for two examples in Figure 2-13b. 
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Figure 2-13: FRT capability profile and example dips (from App. 4 of GB Grid Code) 
For voltage dips illustrated in Figure 2-13, active power export must be at least in 
proportion to the retained voltage during the voltage dip and restored to at least 90% 
of available active power within one second of the recovery of the grid entry point 
voltage to 90% of nominal. 
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The purpose of this Section is to derive test scenarios and performance criteria for 
assessment of FRT techniques proposed in this Thesis. Since this Thesis proposes 
technologies with practical application in the near to medium term, it is reasonable to 
use scenarios that relate closely to current, relevant Grid Code requirements. In view 
of our focus on isolated power systems with challenging power restoration 
requirements, the most relevant are those of GI3 and Rol. 
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Figure 2-14: Comparison of Grid Code requirements of GB and Rol 
Figure 2-14 overlays the FRT capability profiles for GB (from Figure 2-11 b) and Rol 
(from Figure 2-13a). As expected, from considerations of the different protection 
systems in these regions, the Rol requirements are more onerous for longer fault 
durations (pink region of graph) whereas the GB requirements are more onerous for 
close-up short-circuits (blue region of graph). Five balanced fault scenarios have 
been identified as points on the voltage-duration graph of Figure 2-14. Each point 
represents a rectangular voltage notch, which are shown are shown as voltage- and 
power-time traces in Figure 2-15a to e, representing scenarios I to 5. 
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It can be seen that scenario I of Figure 2-15a is the only case that requires power 
recovery within 0.5 second of fault clearance. It should be noted that the powcr-timc 
traces show average trajectories. Significant damped oscillations about these 
trajectories are accepted, within reason, by TSOs. 
2.8. Summary 
Short-term frequency stability is selected as the dominant factor for FRT 
investigations. Frequency stability is shown to be detrimentally affected by fault- 
induced tripping of wind farms in the all-Ireland power system, leading to increased 
load shedding and, in some cases, system shutdown. These effects can be partly 
compensated by operating more primary reserve generation but the additional cost of 
this alternative option is contrary to the TSO's duty to operate an economic system. 
The characteristics of voltage depressions used for FRT requirements depend on 
several factors, including fault type, protection speed, and propagation distance. It 
has not been possible to present a rigorous derivation for Grid Code requirements but 
differences between the Rol and GB Grid Codes have been shown to relate, in part, 
to the differing characteristics of the respective power systems. 
Rol and GB Grid Codes are used to represent those for isolated power systems. Both 
Codes define ranges of voltage depressions for which a wind turbine must remain 
stable and timescales within which active power must be restored. The format of 
these requirements is similar but their severity is different in important aspects. The 
GB Grid Code specifies an onerous short-circuit scenario with a half-second power 
restoration requirement. On the other-hand, the Rol Grid Code specifies very long 
duration faults, characteristic of distance protection systems, with one second power 
restoration. The requirements of these Codes are use to derive a set of reference fault 
scenarios, shown in Figure 2-15, that are used to verify the performance of FRT 
technologies presented in this Thesis. 
3. Technology review 
3.1. Introduction 
The wind industry has responded to Grid Code revisions by enhancing old 
technologies and developing new technologies to facilitate FRT compliance. FRT 
requirements have contributed to a substantial fall in the market share of FSWTs and 
the increasing dominance of VSWTs with DFIG, especially for large wind farms. 
The primary focus of current research and development has therefore shifted to 
improving the FRT performance of VSWTs, thereby reinforcing the dominance. In 
contrast, this Thesis focuses on improving the FRT performance of FSWTs, with the 
objective of extending the viability of this rugged and reliable technology. 
This Chapter reviews current techniques and technologies that are used to improve 
the FRT performance of FSWT wind farms, with specific reference to GB and Rol 
Grid Codes requirements. Consistent with Chapter 2, this review focuses on the 
means by which these technologies improve the dynamic stability of wind farms and 
facilitate restoration of active power to the wider power system. Dynamic braking 
resistors (DBR) are included, in spite of not being currently applied, in order to 
introduce and compare the principles of dynamic braking with state-of-art 
technologies. 
3.2. Wind Turbine and Farm Design Modifications 
Although not a "technology" this first option is a possible contributing measure to 
improve FRT stability. Modifications can be made to mechanical, generator and/or 
electrical network characteristics that would improve dynamic performance. These 
modifications and their potential benefits are reviewed below and explored in greater 
detail by (Akhmatov 2003(a); Akhmatov 2005(b)). 
3.2.1. Mechanical 
Referring to Eq. 2.2, increasing drive train inertia would reduce drive train 
acceleration and thereby improve stability. This could be achieved by increasing the 
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blade section or by using heavier materials. This approach is unlikely to be adopted 
unless other economic benefits are derived by such modifications. Another 
mechanical change with smaller potential benefit is increasing the stiffness of the 
drive train coupling by shortening the low-speed drive shall. The beneficial effect of' 
these changes is quantified for a speci fic example in (Akhmatov 2005(b), Table 5.1 ) 
and further illustrated in Figure 3-1 using the representative wind farm model 
described in Chapter 4 and fault scenario 4 from Figure 2-15d. 
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Figure 3-1: Improved stability by modifying mechanical pararneters 
Figure 3-la, shows that doubling drive train inertia has a very substantial stabilizing 
effect. Figure 3-lb shows how a three-fold increase in coupling stiffness can reduce 
the inertia necessary to achieve a similar a stability improvement. 
3.2.2. Generator 
Induction generator impedance can be modified to increase decelerating electrical 
torque at higher rotor speeds. Improvements can be made by reducing the stator or 
rotor leakage reactance or increasing rotor resistance (Akhmatov 2003(a), Fig 6. A. 2). 
The effects of these improvements are shown in Figure 3-2 using the same base-case 
scenario as Section 3.2.1. 
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Figure 3-2a shows that a 15% reduction in stator and rotor leakage inductance can 
substantially improve FSWT recovery, despite persistent post-fault oscillation. 
Figure 3-2b shows that a doubling of rotor resistance from 0.007 to 0.014pu makes a 
very positive impact on stability, leading to a rapid and damped recovery within 1.5 
seconds of fault clearance. 
However, these same parameters arc optimised for other performance characteristics 
such as efficiency, inrush current and machine cooling. The above changes must 
therefore be considered in the context of the overall machine performance and cost. 
Doubling the rotor resistance, for example, will reduce rated efficiency by about 
0.7% and double rotor cooling requirements. An alternative to permanently 
increasing rotor resistance is to dynamically insert external resistance, as discussed in 
Section 3.5. 
3.3. Blade Angle Control 
Stability can be substantially improved by temporarily reducing the mechanical 
power input by changing the rotor blade angle (Akhmatov 2005(b), Figure 5.21; 
Heier 2006, Section 2.3.2). This method is used by active-stall FSWTs and VSWTs 
to contribute to their FRT performance. Idealised mechanical power control is shown 
in Figure 3-3, based on information from commercial active stall machines. 
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Figure 3-3: Idealised mechanical power ramping response 
The initial ramp delay comprises actuation blade delay and aerodynamic lag between 
pitching and power reduction. The ramp down rate is limited by actuation speed and 
aerodynamic response. The holdperiod is governed by the speed of voltage recovery 
at the stator terminals. The minimum hold level is typically 20% but may be greater 
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if faster recovery times are required. The ramp delay before ramping up is primarily 
due to aerodynamic lag. The ramp up rate of about 2 seconds is typically limited by 
the maximum permissible axial loading on the wind turbine tower. In the example of 
Figure 3-3 full mechanical power output is restored several seconds after fault 
inception. 
The simulated example in (Akhmatov 2005(b), Fig 5.24) shows power output 
recovery about four seconds after fault clearance. This compares unfavourably with 
the GB and RoI Grid Code requirement for one second recovery to 90%. Stability 
can be improved in some cases by increasing the hold level to about 60% as shown 
in Figure 3 -4 for the base-case scenario of Section 3.2.1. 
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Figure 34: Improved stability by blade angle control 
Figure 3-4a shows an optimised mechanical power input characteristic applied to 
achieve the stable response of Figure 3-4b. Figure 3-4c shows the power exported to 
the grid which, despite significant oscillation, is restored to an average above 90% in 
just over one second. 
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3.4. Dynamic Reactive Power Compensation 
3.4.1. Background 
Dynamic Reactive Power Compensation (dRPC) improves the stability ol'FSWTs by 
partially supporting the heavy reactive power demand of' the induction generator 
locally, thereby reducing the magnitude of' reactive power supplied from the grid. 
Figure 3-5 illustrates why compensation ol'this type achieves improved stability. 
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Xgrid 
Power 
input 
b. Reactive power demand with compensation 
Figure 3-5: Effect of dynamical reactive power compensation 
Figure 3-5a shows the full reactive power demand, Q, of the generator being drawn 
across the grid reactance, Xgrid. In per unit form, the approximate voltage drop across 
the grid reactance is the product of reactive power flow and reactance, Q,, Xgrid 
(Jenkins, Allan et al. 2000, Eq. 3.15). Figure 3-5b shows how dRPC reduces reactive 
power transfer across the grid reactance thereby reducing voltage drop by QdRP('Xgrid. 
This voltage support acts to increase the generator torque and electrical power 
Output, Pb, because of the steady-state proportional relationship of torque to voltage 
squared (Fitzgerald, Kingsley et al. 2002). dRPC can be installed close to the 
generator terminals or at the substation busbar, as shown in Figure 3-6. 
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Distributed dRPC (A) maximises voltage support but central dRPC (B) is often used 
because of the reduced cost and space requirements for a single large unit at the wind 
farm substation. 
There are three principal dRPC technologies: thyristor-switched shunt capacitors 
(TSC), static VAR compensators (SVC), and STATCOM (Bousseau, Fesquet et al. 
2004). Furthermore, hybrid systems, comprising STATCOM, reactors and capacitors 
can be used (American_Superconductor 2006). Each of these technologies has been 
used successfully to provide grid compliance for commercial wind farms installed 
within the past three years. Each provides the same product, reactive power, but they 
are distinguished by their cost, response, and voltage dependence, as discussed 
below. 
3.4.2. TSC 
Capacitors have been used for power factor correction of wind turbines for several 
decades. Conventionally these capacitors have been switched by mechanical 
contactors with response times in the order of a second. More recently thryristor- 
switching has been introduced to provide fast response for dynamic control. Siemens, 
for example, installs TSC on all its FSWTs. Figure 3-7 shows the stability 
improvement by increasing the capacitance from 0.4pu to I. Opu, equivalent to adding 
1.2MVAr compensation to each 2MW FSWT. 
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3.4.3. SVC 
SVC comprises thyristor-switched inductors in parallel with switched capacitor 
banks. Although the topology and control is different from TSC described above, the 
response is very similar for purpose of FRI' modelling. It can be inferred that the 
SVC capacity required for FRT stability is the same as shown for TSC above. 
3.4.4. STATCOM 
A STATCOM is a voltage source converter which is designed to source or sink 
reactive power. The benefit of STATcom compared to TSC or SVC is that reactive 
power capability is proportional to voltage rather than voltage squared. This means 
that a lOOMVAr- rated STACOM can source 50MVAr at 50% grid voltage whereas 
a TSC or SVC of the same capacity can source only 25MVAr. sTATCOM is 
therefore particularly effective during periods of substantial voltage depression. The 
benefit of STATCOM in comparison with similarly rated TSC or SVC is shown in 
Figure 3-8. The simple transient STATCOM model, used for the analysis, is 
described in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3-8: Comparison of FRT performance of SVC and STATCOM 
Figure 3-8a shows the better dynamic response of STATCOM resulting from greater 
voltage support at the generator terminals, as show Figure 3-8b. Referring to Section 
3.4.2 it can be noted that I. Opu of TSC achieves similar stability to 0.6pu of 
STATCOM. Akhmatov's studies (Akhmatov 2003(a)), using different wind farm 
characteristics, concluded that the same stabilising effect could be achieved with 
25% less STATCOM capacity. However, since the cost per MVAr of STATCOM is 
substantially higher than TSC or SVC, it may not be the least cost solution. 
3.5. Dynamic Rotor Resistance 
Dynamic rotor resistance (DRR) is a control method in which the rotor resistance of 
a wound rotor induction generation (WRIG) is supplemented by a controllable 
external resistance. This concept was initially applied several decades ago to soft- 
start industrial motors. More recently DRR has been applied by Vestas to FSWTs as 
a means of reducing electrical power output fluctuations and resulting flicker. The 
latter technology (() PIjSjj P R) is shown in Figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9: DRR schematic 
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The FRT benefit of increasing rotor resistance is demonstrated in section 3.2.2. By 
controlling the external resistance using shunt pulse width modulated transistors 
(Akhmatov 2005(b)) FRT benefit can be achieved without reducing operating 
efficiency. It is reasonable to infer from Section 3.2.2 that DRR could facilitate FRT 
stability with a resistor of less than 0.007pu. The main disadvantages of this scheme 
relate to the cost and maintenance of slip rings. 
3.6. Shunt Dynamic Braking Resistance 
Distributed (A) and centralised (13) topologies of shunt-connected dynamic braking 
resistors (DBR) are shown in Figure 3-10. 
Wind farm Turbine 
transformer transformer 
--CD- 
IG 
DB R 
B 
Figure 3-10: DBR topologies within a representative FSWT wind farm 
DBR has been used to stabilise power swings on power transmission systems since 
the 1960s (Peelo, Hein et al. 1994). They have also been proposed to improve the 
stability of conventional synchronous generators (EPRI 1991) and FSWT wind farms 
(Wu, Arulampalarn et al. 2003; Freitas, Morelato et al. 2004). A study of DBR in 
conjunction with STATCOM (Wu, Arulampalarn et al. 2003) concluded that "DBR 
could not signijicantly increase critical clearing lime qI'the wind. larm without the 
STA TCOM. The DBR may be used together with the STA TCOM. lbr minor stability 
enhancement qI'the wind. farm. " The marginal contribution of D13R to IýSWT wind 
farm stability is illustrated in Figure 3-11 by considering its effect on the critical 
speed, as defined in Section B. 2.3, Appendix B. 
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Figure 3-11: Effect of DBR on steady-state characteristics and critical speed, O)CR 
Figure 3-11 shows that there is only minimal improvement in critical speed for a 
wide range of DBR values. It is therefore unlikely that D13R could be justified in this 
application. 
3.7. Series Dynamic Braking Resistance 
3.7.1. General concept and arrangement 
Series-connected Dynamic Braking Resistors (series-DBR) contribute directly to the 
balance of active power during a fault, with the potential to displace or eliminate the 
need for pitch control. It does this by dynamically inserting a resistor in the 
generation circuit, increasing the voltage at the terminals of the generator and thereby 
mitigating the depression of electrical torque and power during the fault period. The 
theory underpinning its beneficial effect is described in Chapter 5. Topologies of 
series-DBR are shown in Figure 3-12. 
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Figure 3-12: series-DBR topologies within an FSWT wind farm 
Series-DBR may be located at each wind turbine (A), at the wind farm substation (B) 
or embedded in the distribution system (C), as shown in Figure 3-12a. At each 
location, the scheme may comprise one, two or more stages of resistor/switch units, 
as represented by Figure 3-12b and Figure 3-12c. Figure 3-12d shows a possible 
arrangement at location A, using the soft-starter that is already applied for grid 
connection of FSWTs. The soft starter would allow continuous, optimised control of 
inserted resistance. The switching speed depends on the type (static or mechanical) 
and voltage (low, medium or high), as shown in Table 3-1. 
Switching type Opening time (ms) Closing time (ms) 
Low voltage contactor 2040 100-150 
Medium/high voltage breaker 70-100 
Thyristor 10 10 
IGBT <1 <1 
Table 3-1: series-DBR switching times 
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The series-DBR would operate with its bypass switch closed under normal 
conditions, bypassing the braking resistor. Voltage depression below a selected set- 
point would lead to near-instantaneous tripping of the switch. Current would then 
flow through the inserted resistor for the period of the fault and the initial post-fault 
recovery. When voltage recovered above a minimum reference level the switch 
would close and the circuit would be restored to its normal state. During the short 
insertion period energy would be dissipated in the resistor, raising its temperature. 
Brief reference is made in (Kundur, Paserba et al. 2004) to series-DBR as an 
alternative to shunt-DBR for synchronous generator braking. In particular, Kundur 
refers to the configuration of Figure 3-12e (Barthold 1988) whereby the insulation 
voltage of the resistors and bypass switches can be reduced by insertion in the neutral 
of a star-connected transformer winding. This neutral-connection method could be 
applied at any of the locations shown in Figure 3-12 although the advantage is not 
significant for the low voltage option, A. In spite of these references, there is no 
published evidence of series-DBR being considered for the stability of induction 
machines or wind farms, prior to 2005.1 started work on this concept in early 2005 
following an extensive comparative investigation of a number of possible methods 
for improving the FRT stability of FSWTs. Having identified this concept as having 
strong potential benefits, I registered the "invention" with Newcastle University in 
May 2005, filed for a patent in December 2005 (Causebrook 2005) and presented a 
poster in February 2006 (Causebrook, Atkinson et al. 2006). A more rigorous 
presentation of the concept was published in August 2007 (Causebrook, Atkinson et 
al. 2007). 
3.7.2. Transient Booster 
Independently, ABB also carried out investigations on the use of a series-connected 
DBR device in 2005 leading to a poster presentation of their "Transient BoosterTm" 
concept in October 2005 (Gertmar, Christensen et al. 2005) and a conference paper 
in May 2006 (Gertmar, Christensen et al. 2006). The Transient BoosterTm scheme is 
shown in Figure 3-13. 
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Figure 3-13: Transient Booster schernatic (Gertmar, Christensen et al. 2005) 
Although not explicitly stated, it is evident from the referenced paper that the 
inserted devices are resistors and therefore the scheme is one form of the series-DBR 
concept. An additional feature of the ABB scheme is that the resistors are 
independently controlled in each of the three phases, improving the scheme's 
performance during unbalanced grid faults. 
I was unaware of the Transient Booster"'m concept until December 2006 since neither 
of the above publications was accessible on electronic databases in that period. The 
potential conflict of intellectual property between these concepts is currently 
unresolved. 
In order to distinguish my more general form of series-DBR from ABB's Transient 
Booster"'m, this Thesis focuses on the wind farm configuration of Ba in Figure 3-12 
and refers to the concept as sDBR. 
3.7.3. Preview analysis 
The stability improvement of wind farm sDBR with a single 0.1 pu resistance stage is 
previewed in Figure 3-14a using the fault scenario of Section 3.2.1 . The underlying 
basis for that improvement is shown in Figure 3-14b, with specific reference to 
critical speed. 
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Figure 3-14: Effect of SDBR on FRTstabifity 
Figure 3-14a shows the marked improvement by inserting sDBR 100ms after the 
fault inception for a period of 1.2 seconds. It can be seen that sDBR reduces the 
acceleration of the turbine rotor during the fault and increases deceleration in the 
initial period after fault clearance. The reason for this deceleration is illustrated by 
the steady-state characteristic of Figure 3-14b which shows a 0.7% increase in 
critical speed and a 45% increase in peak decelerating power. Quasi -steady-state and 
transient examinations of the sDBR-effect are covered in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. 
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3.8. Summary 
This chapter has introduced the principal FRT methodologies for FSWTs and 
provided an overview of their effectiveness, as summarized in Table 3-2. 
Method Effectiveness Cost Comment 
Increase inertia Moderate Very high Requires WT re-design 
Decrease leakage 
reactance 
Moderate Moderate Requires generator re-design 
Increase rotor resistance Good Higher 
losses 
Feasibility depends on value 
oflosses 
Switched capacitors Good Moderate Poor low voltage response 
Static VAr compensator Good Moderate 
/High 
Similar to switching 
capacitors 
STATCOM Very good High/ 
Very high 
Better low voltage response 
Dynamic rotor resistance Very good High Maintenance of slip rings 
Shunt-DBR Poor Low Marginal benefit 
Series-DBR Good Low Simple and effective at low 
cost 
Table 3-2: Summary of FRT technologies 
Of the technologies summarized in Table 3-2 series-DBR is chosen as the focus of 
this Thesis because of its strong potential to improve FRT stability of FSWTs, at 
relatively low cost. This innovative technology could be installed at the substations 
of new wind farms or retrospectively applied to existing ones without affecting wind 
turbine design. The potential for retrospective application gives the technology a 
marketplace irrespective of the future rate of decline of the commercial FSWT 
sector. 
4. Wind Farm Modelling 
4.1. Introduction 
The purpose of this Chapter is to derive an appropriate model and associated 
parameters for steady-state and transient FRT analysis of FSWT wind farms with 
sDBR and dRPC. Practical dynamics are highly complex due to wind variability, 
rotor aerodynamics, generator electromagnetics, and distributed impedance. This 
Chapter aims to reduce this complexity to the minimum level with sufficient 
accuracy for the stated purpose. This is achieved by considering the sensitivity of the 
overall system's dynamic response to each component of the wind farm system and 
the impact of its reduction or omission from the system model. 
4.2. Typical Wind Farm System 
Figure 4-1 shows a generalised single line diagram for a large wind farm system. 
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Figure 4-1: Single line diagram of generic FSWT wind farm system 
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Figure 4-1 includes the main components that influence system dynamic response 
but excludes items such as circuit breakers and relays which serve an important but 
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Figure 4-2: Simplificd wind farin topology 
4.3. Wind and Aerodynamic Modelling 
Wind power is highly variable in several time domains (Fi-cris 1990, Maliwcll, 
McGowan et al. 2002). Variations in each domain alTect wind turbine pci-6ormance 
and its elTcct on the power system. I lowevcr, the scope of' this Thesis Is limited to 
dcriving a value Im mechanical inpUt power that adequately represents the worst- 
case scenario flor FRT. The steady-state power output of' a wind turbine is 
represented by a power curve oftype shown in Figure 4-3. 
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Unsteady aerodynamic flow conditions including tower shadow and dynamic stall 
(Manwell, McGowan et at. 2002, p136) give rise to substantial "continuous 
operating" power fluctuations (IEC 2001). These fluctuations, shown as crosses in 
Figure 4-3, are relevant to FRT because they can coincide with the fault events and 
therefore represent worst-case drive-train acceleration scenarios. IEC 61400-21 
requires measurement of maximum wind turbine electrical power output over three 
averaging periods, 600s, 60s and 0.2s. Typical values for the 60s and 0.2s periods for 
multi-megawatt FSWTs are 1.05 and 1.4pu respectively. Since this Thesis is 
concerned with fault periods of the order of one second, an interpolated overpower 
level of 1.2pu is selected for a single WTG. 
Unsteady-flow is also induced by the blade pitching associated with active power 
ramping (Snel and Schepers 1995; Akhmatov 2003(b); Akhmatov 2005(b)). 
However, this can be neglected in this Thesis because the FRT analysis compares the 
worst-case performance of FSWTs without the aid of power reduction. 
4.4. Mechanical System Modelling 
4.4.1. Multi-mass representation 
The mechanical system of a wind turbine is shown in Figure 4-4. 
Fullblade+ Generator 
hub inertia inrtia 
Shaft 
stifthess 
a. Physical representation of b. Equivalent two-mass model 
mechanical system 
Figure 44: Representation of wind turbine mechanical system 
The multi-mass representation of Figure 4-4a can be reduced to the two-mass 
equivalent of Figure 4-4b (Akhmatov 2003(a); Akhmatov 2003(b)). Although a 
recent paper (Ramtharan, Anaya-Lara et al. 2006) identifies important secondary 
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oscillations using the three-mass modc14, the two-mass model is adequate for 
comparing the FRT technologies in this Thesis. 
4.4.2. Drive-train inertia 
There is significant divergence of opinion on typical inertia, J, for multi-megawatt 
wind turbines (Knudsen and Nielsen 2005; Morren, de Haan et al. 2006). In Figure 
4-5, manufacturers' inertia data is plotted against machine rating for a small number 
of anonymous commercial WTGs (based on confidential information). 
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Figure 4-5: Mechanical system inertia from manufacturers' data 
With reference to Figure 4-5, it is reasonable to assume turbine and generator rotor 
per unit inertias, Jt and J., of 8. Os and I. Os respectively for analysis in this Thesis. 
4.4.3. Drive-train stiffness 
A distinctive characteristic of the FSWT drive-train is its low coupling stiffness, 
typically in the range 0.3 to 0.6 pu, using the conventional pu system, (Knudsen and 
Nielsen 2005) compared to values 30 to 100 greater for conventional plant such as 
steam turbine generators (Ilinrichsen and Nolan 1982). This feature, combined with 
low generator rotor inertia, results in significant slip oscillations following electrical 
system disturbances. In view of the sensitivity of induction machine torque, current 
and power factor to slip, these oscillations have significant impact on the wind 
4 The third mass is formed to take account of the significant flexibility and inertia of the rotor blades 
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turbine's response and stability (Akhmatov 2005(b), Section 4.3.4). For the purpose 
of this Thesis a base case stiffness, Kc, of 0.45pu on conventional base has been 
selected (equivalent to 140pu on the unity time base used in this Thesis and 
described in Appendix A). 
4.4.4. Drive-train damping 
The turbine and generator friction coefficients, Bt and Bg, due to windage and 
bearing friction are set to zero because of its minimal significance for FSWT FRT 
studies. This is because the selected power input already takes account of friction at 
operating speed and speed variations during FRT are relatively small (<I 0%). 
4.4.5. Transient modelling 
In light of preceding sections, the transient model of a wind turbine can be reduced to 
a constant power input to a two-mass drive train. Constant power is chosen as the 
aerodynamic input in favour of constant torque in order to improve numerical 
stability and better reflect the physical behaviour of most wind turbines (Knudsen 
and Nielsen 2005). The transient response of this system can be simulated using 
State Equations 4-1 to 4-4: 
Input: Tin "': 
Pi. 
(4-1) 
cot 
Coupling: co, -cog Br, +I 
dr 
, (4-2) 
K, dt 
Turbine shaft: r. - r, Bco, + J, 
dco, 
(4-3) 
dt 
Generator shaft: r, Bgcog + Jg 
da) 
g (4-4) 
dt 
Where P,,, is input mechanical power, co, and o-)g are turbine and generator angular 
velocities respectively, r. -r, andr, are mechanical input, electrical and coupling 
torque respectively andB, is an intangible coupling "slip" parameter used only for 
numerical stability and set to 10-4 (sufficient for numerical stability but without 
affecting accuracy) 
The equations are solved in Matlab-Simulink using the block model of Figure 4-6. 
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Figure 4-6: Block model of mechanical system 
4.5. Generator System Modelling 
4.5.1. Impedance 
Multi-megawatt FSWTGs are generally squirrel-cage induction machines. Pu values 
of stator and rotor resistance (R, and R, ), leakage inductance (L, j and L, j), and 
magnetising inductance (L. ) vary widely but some relevant values are quantified in 
Table 4-1. 
% R, 0). LSI (0.1,1 COL. 
Generic (Akhmatov 2005(b))) 0.01 0.005 0.12 0.20 5.0 
Nordex N60 (1.3MW) 0.0060 0.0083 0.135 0.057 
1 
3.75 
Siemens 1.3MW 0.0060 0.0057 0.12 0.096 3.71 
Selected 0.0060 0.007 0.14 0.050 3.0 
Table 4-1: Multi-megawatt FSWTG impedances (on MW rating base) 
Table 4-1 shows generic pu impedance values, those of two commercially available 
FSWTs and those selected for analysis in the Thesis. The sensitivity of the stability 
to this selection is assessed in Chapters 5 and 6. 
4.5.2. Shunt capacitance 
Modem grid codes require wind farms to be capable of exporting reactive power, 
typically with a power factor of 0.95, measured at the grid entry point, with rated 
power output 95% grid voltage (EirGrid 2007, Figure WFPSIA; National Grid 
Electricity Transmission (NGET) 2007, Clause 6.3.2c). The total capacitive 
compensation required to meet this steady-state condition is referred to as base-case 
compensation in this Thesis. A base-case compensation of 1.0 p. u is required for the 
selected generator of Table 4-1 and the selected electrical network of Section 4.6. 
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Additional compensation is termed dynamic since its purpose is to meet the dynamic 
requirements of FRT. 
4.5.3. Saturation 
The modelling of stator and rotor iron saturation is detailed by (Kundur 1993) and 
reviewed in (Akhmatov 2005(b), Sections 4.2.7 and 4.3.2.3). The conclusion of 
Akhamatov, with reference to studies by (Sorensen, Hansen et at. 2003), is that 
"saturation effects in induction generators are not relevant in investigation of short- 
term stability". Saturation has therefore not been modelled in this Thesis. 
4.5.4. Protection 
Wind turbines and associated wind farm infrastructure are equipped with electrical 
relays and circuit breakers designed to protect the electrical equipment. This is an 
extensive subject covered in various texts (Jenkins, Allan et al. 2000). Their 
relevance to this Thesis is that these same relays must now be immune to tripping 
during FRT events. The principal changes required to ensure such immunity relate to 
undervoltage and overcurrent protection. Changes need to be carefully considered to 
ensure that the protective function is not compromised but my experience with one 
commercial FSWT and my wider judgement is that these changes can be 
accommodated. 
Protection devices are not modelled in this Thesis because they introduce 
unnecessary complexity given low probability of them be the limiting factor for FRT. 
4.5.5. Steady-state modelling 
Steady-state modelling is performed with the conventional equivalent circuit of a 
squirrel-cage induction machine, as shown in Figure 4-7. 
Ls, P-1 L., III 
V, L. R, (I-s)/s 
1) :G 
S] 
Figure 4-7: Equivalent circuit diagram of induction generator (where s= slip) 
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4.5.6. Transient modelling 
The transient model of the induction generator is the space vector representation of 
electrical quantities with the State Equations 4-5 to 4-9 in the stator reference frame. 
Stator flux linkage: A, = Lj, + Lj, (4-5) 
Rotor flux linkage: ir = L. Is + L, 'r (4-6) 
Stator side voltage: 
dA, 
V, = Rjs +. (4-7) dt 
Rotor side voltage: 
dýA 
ýFr = Rr'r + ww ýr -Cog C06 MAr 0 (4-8) dt 
Rotor torque: r, = cobLj, 0'r (4-9) 
where: 
L, =L. +L, l and L, =L. +L, I, 
'r and i. are rotor and stator space vector currents respectively, 
M is a 90' rotation matrix and co, is generator angular velocity. 
The symbol 0 in Equation 4-9 is the cross product. Equations 4-5 to 4-8 are 
represented by the transfer block model of Figure 4-8: 
vs 
Ic 
Wr 
Vr 
Figure 4-8: Block model of induction generator 
Where the flux to current transformations are given by Eq. 4-10 to 4-12: 
A= LmLrl + L. Lj + L,, Li (4-10) 
& 
-11) AA 
(4 
Ir r -12) AA 
(4 
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4.6. Electrical Network Modelling 
This Section uses the representative electrical network topology of Section 4.2. 
4.6.1. Transformers 
49 
The representative wind farm system includes three transformations between the 
FSWT and the supergrid. The steady-state and dynamic response of each transformer 
is determined primarily by its impedances. The full model of a transformer is 
identical to the induction generator model of Section 4.5 with zero rotor speed. 
However, because of the very high magnitude of magnetising inductance (typically 
>100pu), it is common to reduce the transformer model to series inductance and 
resistance. This reduced representation is used in Chapters 5 and 6. Typical ranges of 
these parameters are shown in Table 4-2. 
Transformer Typical rating 
(MVA) 
Reactance Resistance 
Turbine 1-4 0.06-0.08 0.07-0.1 
Wind farm 30-150 0.1-0.2 0.05-0.08 
Super-grid 500-2000 0.2 0.05-0.06 
Table 4-2: Typical transformer impedances (on MVA rating base) 
4.6.2. Wires 
The representative wind farm includes low voltage (LV) cables at each wind turbine, 
medium voltage (MV) cables between the turbine transformers and the wind farrn 
substation and high voltage (HV) overhead lines and/or cables from the wind farm 
substation to the super-grid substation. Cables and lines comprise series reactance 
and resistance and shunt capacitance. However, the effect of shunt capacitance on 
comparative dynamic studies is small is therefore neglected in this Thesis. 
Typical series pu reactance and resistance values are given in Table 4-3. 
Wiring system Reactance Resistance 
LV cables <0.005 <0.005 
MV cables 0.01 0.01 
HV overhead line 0.02 0.005 
Total 0.05 0.02 
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Table 4-3: Typical cable and line impedances (pu on wind farm MW rating base) 
4.6.3. Wind farm dRPC 
TSC is used as the primary dRPC through-out this Thesis. However, a simple 
STATCOM model is also described below and used in Chapter 3 to compare its 
perfonnance with TSC. 
4.6.4. TSC 
TSC is modelled as fixed shunt capacitance connected directly to the wind farm 
system without the inclusion of an interposing transformer. TSC capacitance, CdRPC, 
is controlled between minimum and maximum capacity, Cmin and Cm., using the 
control system of Figure 4-9. 
Control Delay Limits 
+K H-, I+c ITI 
- T- V .--Ec T, s +I T2s +Ic 
Rpc 
............. !I 
........................................ 
Undervoltage override 
Figure 4-9: TSC controller 
The gain, K, and time constants, T, and T2, in Figure 4-9 are optimised in Chapter 6. 
The undervoltage override allows the TSC to step up to its maximum capacitive 
output within 20ms on fault inception. 
4.6.5. STATCOM 
The simple STATCOM model used for comparative purpose in Chapter 3 is identical 
to TSC except for the addition of a voltage magnitude term which transforms its 
steady-state reactive response from proportionality with voltage squared to 
proportionality with voltage, as shown in Eq. 4-13. 
IC dv--,, 
'in -lout =R vc + Fvj' dt 
(4-13) 
Where R is shunt resistance and IV-1 is the magnitude of space vector voltage, V, 
across the capacitor. 
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4.6.6. sDBR 
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The selected configuration and location of sDBR selected for further detailed 
analysis is the single-stage resistor at the wind farm substation (Ba), as shown in 
Chapter 3, Figure 3-12. A medium circuit breaker is assumed as the switching 
device, with a total opening time of 80ms. 
4.6.7. Transient modelling 
The reduced electrical network is shown schematically in Figure 4-10. 
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tt + 
CS. 
dRPC. 
h'ridy'-state 
RPC 
b. Transfer function block representation 
Figure 4-10: Basic electrical network in single line and transfer block diagram forms 
The state equations and associated transfer functions for impedance and RPC are 
analogous to inertia and coupling respectively of Section 4.4.5. The supergrid 
voltage, ýV., g, 
is a unit space vector rotating at synchronous speed. The fault block of 
Figure 4-10b applies time-sequence multipliers to modify the vector according to the 
required fault scenario. For balanced faults, the multiplier reduces the vector 
magnitude symmetrically whereas for phase to phase short-circuit faults, the 
multiplier is applied only to the q-axis of vector space, reducing the voltage 
trajectory to a straight line. sDBR is inserted by simply adding the braking resistor 
magnitude to the grid resistance parameter during the insertion period. 
4.7. Model Reduction 
Previous Sections have defined suitable models and parameters for each component 
of the wind farm system. A typical large wind farm may comprise 50 wind turbines. 
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It would be unreasonable to apply a 50-turbine model for analysis of a power system. 
The objective of this Section is therefore to reduce the complexity of the wind farm 
system by justifying the use of lumped equivalents. 
4.7.1. Circuit reduction 
A typical wind farm comprises N identical WTGs connected in parallel via differing 
lengths of MV cables, as represented by the equivalent circuit of Figure 4-1 Ia. 
Wind farm substation 
Wind turbine I 
OAftr Pinwtgl 
L12 
MVcable 
Jtýfqj ý 8pu 
R, 
21 impedance Wind turbine 2 
Pin, 
wtg2 
W22 ý 13pu 
Pin, 
wtgN 
JtwtgN ý 8PU 
a. Discrete parallel wind turbine circuit 
Lumpedwind 
turbine equivalent 
Wind farm 
substation 
Pinwf 
b. Lumped equivalentwind farm circuit 
jtýj = 8pu 
Figure 4-11: Reduction of N-wind turbine circuit to equivalent wind farm circuit 
From basic circuit theory, N identical parallel sub-systems with parameters defined 
in pu on the sub-system rating base can be substituted by a single equivalent system 
with the same pu values on a base N times the sub-system base. In order to reduce 
the wind farm system in this manner, as shown in Figure 4-11, it is necessary to 
justify that any differences between the parallel wind turbines sub-systems are small 
enough to prevent significant reduction error. 
The first dissimilarity is that cffective MV cable impedance is different for each 
turbine, as illustrated by Figure 4-11. However, the total magnitude of cable 
impedance is typically about O. Olpu compared to turbine transformer impedance of 
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0.06pu and total generator impedance of nearly 0.2pu. The discrepancy is therefore 
very small in the context of the overall sub-system and can reasonably be neglected. 
The second dissimilarity is that input power, Pin, varies significantly across a wind 
farm in the FRT time-frame. With reference to Section 4.3, it is possible for 0.2- 
second averaged power to vary between about 0.7pu and 1.4pu. Since a FRT 
compliance criterion is that all turbines must remain connected, it is not possible to 
confirm compliance using only the wind farm equivalent. However, the wind farm 
equivalent alone is sufficient to achieve the objective of this Thesis, namely to assess 
the comparative performance and sensitivities of FRT technologies. 
4.7.2. Aggregation of overpower 
An important feature of the short-term overpower of individual WTGs is that it does 
not occur simultaneously across a wind farm site. This independence gives rise to 
substantial smoothing over a large wind farm, as applied to flicker (Jenkins, Allan et 
al. 2000, Section 5.1). Equation 4-14 quantifies the smoothing of wind farm 
overpower, Pi,,,, f, for a site comprising N WTGs with individual overpower, Pin,,, tg- 
pt -I 
+ ýTpwg (4-14) 
-, 
rN-- 
Given that this Thesis covers wind farms in the range 30-15OMW, a reasonable 
minimum number of turbines is 15. Substituting N=15 and the worst-case single- 
WTG overpower, Pin, wtg, from Section 4.3, into Eq. 4-14 gives an overpower of 
1.05pu, as used for analysis in the remainder of this Thesis. 
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4.8. Full Model 
Figure 4-12 and Table 4-4 show the reduced wind I'arni system and the parameter 
values selected for steady-state and transient analysis in Chapters 5 and 6. 
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b. Equivalent circuit representation of reduced wind I'arm model 
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Figure 4-12: Representations of wind farin system 
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103 
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Note: 
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Table 4-4: Selected wind farin parameters (pu on WF rating base) 
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4.9. Summary 
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This chapter has defined a representative wind farm system and derived reduced 
steady-state and transient models with sufficient accuracy for comparing the 
performance of FRT technologies. 
It has been highlighted that the same models are not sufficient to fully test FRT 
compliance, mainly because of the wide wind power variations across a typical site 
during the fault period. Compliance testing should therefore include an additional 
sub-model for a WTG under worst-case overpower conditions. 
Each wind farm parameter value has substantial scope for site-specific variation 
depending on the particular WTGs selected, the connection voltage and the strength 
of the grid. This uncertainty in representation emphasizes the need for sensitivity 
analysis, as carried out in Chapters 5 and 6, to ensure that the extent of beneficial 
effect or comparative advantage of a FRT technology is not limited to a relatively 
small range of base-case parameters. 
5. Steady-State Characterisation 
5.1. Introduction 
This Chapter uses the equivalent circuit derived in Chapter 4 to characterise the 
steady-state behaviour of a representative wind farm and thereby infer the 
comparative FRT performance of dRPC and sDBR technologies. 
Steady-state stability analysis of induction generators is well established in 
determining the stability limit for FSWT wind farms operating for short periods of 
seconds or minutes at reduced grid voltages (Holdsworth, Jenkins et al. 2001). For an 
event of this duration, the system could be assumed reach a new steady-state 
operating point during the voltage dip. An extension of this technique to dynamic 
stability is presented by Akhmatov (Akhmatov, Knudsen et al. 2000; Akhmatov 
2003(a)) and applied to FSWTs. This extended approach is assessed 
comprehensively and justified in Appendix B and designated quasi-steady-state 
(QSS) analysis. Although QSS analysis does not provide a precise prediction of FRT 
performance it does identify the underlying characteristics of FSWT stability and 
facilitate comparison of FRT techniques. It also allows extensive sensitivity analysis 
without the laborious process of carrying out a large number of transient simulations. 
5.2. QSS Methodology 
QSS is described in detail in Appendix B and it is recommended that the reader 
refers to the Appendix to become familiar with this technique. Given its importance 
for this Chapter, this section also provides an introductory summary of QSS 
methodology. 
The starting assumption for QSS analysis is that the dynamic process can be 
approximated as two QSS stages, described as fault and recovery. The voltage is 
assumed to be constant during each stage, and the system response can therefore be 
characterised with reference to two steady-state power curves. Figure 5-la identifies 
five points during a generalised fault scenario that are used to trace the dynamic 
trajectory of the wind farm system for two inertia scenarios in Figure 5-lb. 
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Figure 5-1: Quasi steady-steady response during a generalised fault scenario 
Point I is the steady pre-fault state, lying at the intersection of the power input and 
pre-fault (100% voltage) power output curves of Figure 5-lb. Point 2 lies on the 
fault-power output curve at rated speed. The dynamic trajectory then follows the 
fault-power output curve as speed increases due to the net accelerating power, AP. At 
fault clearance the trajectory transfers from point 3 to point 4 on the recovery-power 
output curve. At point 4 the net power either causes the drive train to accelerate 
towards point 5a and eventually trip (red trajectory) or decelerate towards stable 
point 5b (blue trajectory). It can be concluded, by inspection, that the system stability 
limit, critical speed, Wcr (Akhmatov 2005(b))), is at the intersection of the power 
input and recovery power output curves, as shown by the cross on Figure 5-lb. A 
characteristic critical speed can be defined for any given wind farm system 
(including its grid connection) at specified recovery voltage and mechanical power 
input. 
5.3. Base-Case Stability Assessment 
This Section uses QSS analysis to assess stability of the representative wind farm 
system of Figure 4-12 for the five balanced FRT scenarios of Figure 2-15, assuming 
a lumped drive train with inertia, J, of 9pu. 
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Figure 5-2: Power-speed characteristics associated with fault scenarios 
The QSS stability criterion is that the rotor, starting at its pre-fault operating speed, 
(oi, does not exceed the critical speed shown in Figure 5-2. The minimum 
accelerating power, API to AP5, during each fault scenario is shown in Figure 5-2. 
The most optimistic assessment assumes this minimum accelerating power through- 
out the fault period, tf. With this assumption, Eq. 5-1 is used to derive the rotor 
speed, (o,, at fault clearance for each scenario. 
ý: A: Pnj: fýý- (OC 
j ý2 
(5-1) 
Substituting the appropriate values into Equation 5-1 for each scenario gives the 
clearance speeds given in Figure 5-3. 
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Having established base-case performance in Section 5.3, this Section aims to 
characterise the improvement achieved by adding dRPC. Fault scenario 3 is used for 
illustration purposes in Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-4: Effect of dRPC on decelerating power-speed characteristics 
Figure 5-4a and b show that dRPC boosts the decelerating power of the wind farm 
through-out the relevant speed range by about 15% for each 0.3pu increment. There 
are two important stabilising effects of this change. The first, shown in Figure 5-4a, 
is the reduced net accelerating power (AP) during the fault period. The second, 
shown in Figure 5-4b, is the increase of critical speed. The result of these changes is 
illustrated in Figure 5-5. 
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Figure 5-5: Clearance speeds and inferred improvement in stability with dRPC 
Figure 5-5 shows how the dual effects of reduced acceleration and increased critical 
speed give rise to a significant improvement in stability such that, according to this 
optimistic approach, stability should be achieved with 0.6pu dRPC.. 
5.5. sDBR Characterisation 
Figure 5-6 shows the effect of sDBR using the same fault scenario as above. 
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Figure 5-6a and b show that sDBR also boosts decelerating power through-out the 
relevant speed range, although the benefit is much reduced at higher speeds. Figure 
5-6a, shows the reduced net accelerating power during the fault period, due to a 20% 
boost in peak decelerating power for each 0.05pu sDBR increment. Figure 5-6b, 
shows the increase of critical speed in the recovery period. The result of these 
changes is illustrated in Figure 5-7. 
0. lpu sDBR 
0.05pu sDBR 
Base-case 
Fignre 5-7: Clearance speeds and inferred improvement in stability with sDBR 
Figure 5-7 shows a significant improvement in stability such that, according to this 
optimistic approach, stability should be achieved with 0.1 pu sDBR. 
5.6. sDBR Theory 
Before proceeding with comparative assessment, this Section extends the theoretical 
underpinning of the "sDBR effect". 
Figure 5-8a shows the partial equivalent circuit of a distributed sDBR device (located 
on the generator side of the turbine transformer) annotated with the current and 
voltage parameters used in the space vector diagrams of Figure 5-8c to f. Note that 
the direction of sDBR voltage is opposite to convention in order to reduce cluttering 
of the space vector diagrams. Figure 5-8b shows the decelerating power versus speed 
characteristic over the same range as the space vector diagrams, with a cross marking 
each of the space vector snapshots shown in Figure 5-8c to f. 
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Figure 5-8: Phasor diagrams illustrating sDBR effect 
Figure 5-8c to f show the voltage space vectors associated with the sDBR device of 
Figure 5-8a with respect to sDBR current at four speeds in the range I. Olpu to 
1.07pu. As expected for a resistive device, sDBR voltage is always in phase with 
sDBR current (shown as anti-phase only because of inversion) and has a magnitude 
equal to the product of sDBR current and resistance. Both grid and stator-side 
voltages lead sDBR current at I. Olpu speed because of excess VAr supplied by the 
steady-state RPC but lag current with progressively larger angles as speed increases. 
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Since decelerating power is proportional to stator voltage squared at any given speed, 
the benefit of sDBR derives from the boosting of stator voltage. It can be seen that 
voltage boosting relates to the magnitude of sDBR voltage and its angle with respect 
to grid-side voltage. From this perspective, the benefit of sDBR initially increases 
due to increasing sDBR current and voltage but reduces at higher speeds because of 
the increasing phase angle between sDBR and grid voltage. 
As rotor speed increases still further the beneficial effect reduces to zero, as shown in 
Figure 5-9a. 
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Figure 5-9: Voltage boosting limits of sDBR 
Figure 5-9a shows that the transition from a boosting to bucking effect on stator 
voltage is at a rotor speed of 1.105pu. Figure 5-9b shows that the stator-side voltage 
magnitude is still marginally greater than grid-side voltage. However, this apparent 
gain is negated by the depression of grid-side voltage due to modified power flows 
across the turbine transformer and grid impedances. 
5.7. Comparative Assessment 
5.7.1. Options 
Sections 5.4 and 5.5 have shown the inferred beneficial effects of dRPC and sDBR 
on wind farm FRT stability. This Section compares the effect of dRPC and sDBR 
options on the key stability parameters, peak decelerating power and critical speed. 
The four options are shown in Figure 5-10 with associated dRPC, sDBR and steady- 
state (ss) RPC capacities specified in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 5-10: dRPC and sDBR options for comparative analysis 
Option WT dRPC 
WT 
sDBR 
WT 
ssRPC 
WF 
dRPC 
WF 
sDBR 
WF 
ssRPC 
YV7 dRPC See graph 0 1.0 0 0 0 
WT sDBR 0 See graph 0.3 0 0 0.7 
AT dRPC 0 0 1.0 See graph 0 0 
WFsDBR 0 0 1.0 0 See graph 0 
Table 5-1: dRPC and sDBR capacities 
5.7.2. Peak power comparison 
Figure 5-11 compares the effect of the four options on peak wind farm decelerating 
power. 
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Figure 5-11: Effect of dRPC and sDBR on peak decelerating power 
The options from Figure 5-11 are compared in pairs below: 
WT versus WF dRPC. - 
WT dRPC and WF dRPC both significantly boost peak power. For example, I pu WT 
dRPC is equivalent to 1.53pu WF dRPC, both achieving a 50% increase in peak 
power. The 50% greater stabilising effect of WT dRPC arises from compensating for 
reactive power demand close to its source, reducing the voltage depression cffect of 
-WFsDBR 
....... WTsDBR 
----- Wr dRPC 
---- WF dRPC 
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reactive power flowing through the turbine transformer. This significant benefit is 
counteracted by the commercial, installation and control benefits of installing a 
single dRPC at the wind farm substation rather than several smaller ones at each 
wind turbine. WF dRPC is therefore still common despite its theoretical 
disadvantage. 
WT versus WF sDBR: 
WF sDBR and WT sDBR both significantly boost peak power. For example, 0.05pu 
WF sDBR is equivalent to 0.11 WT sDBR, both achieving a peak power of 0.53pu. 
This comparison of the two methods unfairly represents the WT sDBR option 
because it is uniquely disadvantaged by having 70% of its steady-state RPC located 
at the wind farm substation. This handicap, explained above, is illustrated by the 7% 
greater peak power of WF sDBR in the base-case (sDBR = 0). However, it is evident 
from the gradient of the two characteristic curves that the incremental effect of WT 
sDBR is also substantially less than WF sDBR. The inferior performance of WT 
sDBR in this example5 is due to the poorer power factor across the braking resistor, 
resulting in a reduced voltage-boosting effect. The dependence of sDBR's beneficial 
effects on power factor was previously shown in Figure 5-8. 
WF sDBR versus WF dRPC. - 
WF dRPC and WF sDBR both significantly boost peak power with 0.1 pu WF sDBR 
being equivalent to 1.25pu WF RPC. It is clearly difficult to make meaningful 
comparison of these techniques without investigation of relative costs and practical 
considerations for installation on a real wind fartri. 
5.7.3. Critical speed comparison 
Figure 5-12 compares the effect of the four options on critical rotor speed. 
51-lowever, it should be emphasised that the performance of WF and WT sDBR are identical if the 
allocation of RPC is the same in both cases. 
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Figure 5-12: Effect of dRPC and sDBR on critical rotor speed 
The characteristic curves of Figure 5-12 are compared in the same manner as peak 
power above. 
WT versus WF dRPC. - 
WT dRPC and WF dRPC both increase critical speed with progressively increasing 
gradient. For example, lpu WT dRPC is equivalent to 1.33pu WF dRPC, both 
achieving a 0.9% increase in critical speed. The 33% greater stabilising effect of WT 
dRPC is for the same reason given in Section 5.7.2. 
WT versus WF sDBR: 
WF sDBR and WT sDBR both increase critical speed for small magnitudes of 
resistance. However, this effect weakens with increasing sDBR magnitude resulting 
in maxima at 0.12pu for WT sDBR and 0.1 6pu for WF sDBR. 
WF sDBR versus WF dRPC. - 
WF dRPC has a stronger beneficial influence on critical speed, especially at higher 
values of inserted capacity. 
5.7.4. Comparison of combined stabilising effect 
Figure 5-13 uses the technique of Section 5.3 to compare the inferred stability speed 
margins of the four options for fault scenario 3. 
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Figure 5-13: Effect of dRPC and sDBR on inferred wind farm stability 
It can be seen from Figure 5-13 that with each option it should be possible to achieve 
stable operation following fault scenario 3. 
Finally, Figure 5-14 compares performance during the worst case fault scenario, 5. 
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Figure 5-14: Effect of dRPC and sDBR on inferred wind fann stability 
Figure 5-14 shows that compliance with even the most onerous grid code 
requirements in GB and RoI should be possible with all options except WT sDBR. 
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5.8. Sensitivity Analysis 
Section 5.7 infers that the particular representative wind farm should be able to be 
made compliant with GB and Rot Grid Codes given suitable application of sDBR or 
dRPC technology. In reality, each wind farm will have unique characteristics which 
may differ significantly from the ones chosen as representative. The purpose of this 
Section is therefore to test the sensitivity of the stability to impedance values of a 
specific wind farm. This sensitivity study is performed using fault scenario 3 and the 
representative wind farm system as the base-case. The study compares the 
sensitivity of 0.1 pu WF sDBR and 0.95pu WF dRPC on the basis that each achieves 
an equal, positive stability margin (see Figure 5-13) in the base-case. 
Figure 5-15a shows the sensitivity of stability speed margin to changes in selected 
impedance values in order to clarify the derivation of sensitivity gradients used in 
Figure 5-15b to compare the sensitivity of dRPC and sDBR. 
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Figure 5-15: Sensitivity of stability speed margin with changing wind farm parameters 
Figure 5-15a shows the sensitivity of stability margin to changes to wind farm and 
grid impedance parameters in the range of +/-30% of the base-case. The sensitivity 
gradient for each parameter is derived at the base-case parameter value (0% 
deviation). These gradients are used in Figure 5-15b to compare sensitivity of 
stability with dRPC and sDBR technologies to changes in impedance parameters 
associated with the representative wind fann. It can be seen that stability is highly 
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sensitive to stator inductance, rotor resistance, grid inductance and steady-state RPC 
and insensitive to stator, turbine transformer and grid resistance. Sensitivity to series 
inductance and rotor resistance highlights the importance of selecting components 
with optimum parameter values and ensuring that parameter tolerances are accounted 
for in carrying out stability studies. 
It is important to note that the WF sDBR option is nearly twice as sensitive to 
changes in grid inductance. This implies that larger values of grid impedance would 
be detrimental to WIF sDBR's stability in comparison with WIF dRPC. 
5.9. Summary 
This Chapter shows that both dRPC and sDBR can significantly improve the base- 
case FRT stability characteristic of the representative FSWT wind farm derived in 
Chapter 4. Stability improvement is shown to derive from the contribution of both 
technologies to reducing the acceleration during a fault and increasing the critical 
speed from which the system can recover after the fault. However, the nature of the 
improvement provided by the competing technologies is very different, with dRPC 
providing stronger benefits with respect to critical speed, especially at larger 
capacities. 
The most effective sDBR location has been shown to be at the wind farm substation, 
especially where a significant proportion of steady-state RPC is centrally located. 
Although distributed dRPC at each WT is shown to provide the strongest support, 
several practical and commercial benefits arise from the central, substation option. It 
is therefore appropriate to focus on the centralized dRPC and sDBR for transient 
studies in Chapter 6. 
Sensitivity analysis highlights that grid inductance is the most significant factor 
influencing the relative performance of dRPC and sDBR. Increasing grid inductance 
has a more detrimental effect on stability with sDBR. The base representative value 
of 0.13pu selected for grid inductance is on the mid- to high-side of a typical range 
for large wind farms. However, this does suggest that any comparative advantage of 
sDBR may diminish for very weak grid connections, especially those connected via 
high impedance grid transformers. 
6. Transient Simulation 
6.1. Introduction 
The purpose of this Chapter is to analyse and compare the FRT performance of 
sDBR and dRPC technologies under the full range of fault scenarios defined in 
Figure 2-15. 
The representative transient model of a wind farm system, developed in Chapter 4, is 
used to perform this analysis. The results of base-case FRT simulations using this 
model are validated and compared to the stability performance inferred from QSS 
analysis in Chapter 5. The absolute and comparative effects of dRPC and sDBR on 
FRT performance are investigated using the validated model. Finally, the sensitivity 
of those results is tested to ensure that results are not limited to a narrow band of 
wind farm parameters. 
6.2. Base-Case Assessment 
The purpose of this Section is to validate and compare the results of base-case 
transient wind farm simulations with reference to the QSS analysis in Section 5.2. 
6.2.1. Steady-state characteristics 
The transient wind farm electrical model is validated by running numerical 
simulations with very slowly accelerating rotor (a=0.0002pu) in order to produce 
effective steady-state characteristics in the speed range of 1.00 to 1.06pu. The 
decelerating power characteristics at recovery voltage (90%) are then compared with 
the steady-state characteristics calculated from their respective equivalent circuits, as 
shown in Figure 6-1. 
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Figure 6-1: Comparison of steady-state wind farm characteristics at 90% supergrid voltage 
Figure 6-1 confirms very close correlation between simulated and calculated results. 
6.2.2. Dynamic response 
Having validated the electrical side of the transient wind farm model simulations 
against steady-state characteristics, this section validates its mechanical response. As 
introduced in Chapter 4, the oscillatory response of a two-mass drive train with soft 
coupling has very significant influence on the dynamics and stability of a typical 
wind farm. Figure 6-2 shows the unconstrained oscillation of the representative drive 
train initially at rest with a coupling torque, TkO. Of I -OPU- 
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Figure 6-2: Dynamic response of representative two-mass wind turbine drive train 
Figure 6-2 shows the simulated amplitude and period of oscillation. Equation 6-1 
expresses the total system energy, Esys, initially stored in the coupling then 
transferred to the inertial energy of the rotors after a quarter of a cycle. 
2 
E 
TKO' (jg62 
+j, 62) (6-1) 
2K, 291 
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Since the torques applied to the two rotors are equal and opposite, the momentum of 
the two rotors must be equal (Jg(t)g = Jt(, )t). Therefore, substituting 6g for 6, in Eq. 6- 
I and re-arranging in terms of 6g gives, 
'ýg *=TKO 
ii-=0.080 
(6-2a) 
[K, 
Jg 1+ 
rl40(1 
+ 
1) 
8 
ig 
ý1 0) t=-. 
0)g =-x0.080 = 0.010 
il 
(6-2b) 
Equation 6-2a shows the inversely proportional relationship of oscillation amplitude 
to the square root of coupling stiffness, K,, and generator inertia, Jg. This means that 
lower values of K,, and Jg increase speed excursions during the fault, reducing 
stability, as demonstrated in Chapter 3. 
Equation 6-3 expresses the period of oscillation. 
89 
T= 27c 2; r 0.50s (6-3) 140 
Where Jff = 
JJ, 
= 
lx8 
= 0.89 Jg +J, 1+8 
The close correlation between theoretical and simulated results therefore supports the 
validity of the dynamic model. 
6.2.3. Transient stability 
Having characterised and validated the electrical and mechanical sub-systems, this 
Section examines the characteristic of transient model by subjecting it to fault 
scenario 3 of Figure 2-15c. The simulation results are shown in Figure 6-3. 
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Figure 6-3: Detailed simulation results for reduced wind farm model 
The speed-time response of Figure 6-3a highlights pronounced oscillation of the 
generator rotor, initiated by fault inception and reinforced by fault clearance. As 
expected, the amplitude and period of natural oscillation are significantly modified 
by the residual decelerating torque. The rotor speed at the time of fault clearance is 
just above 1.04pu compared to 1.053pu inferred from QSS analysis. This direction of 
error implies that the beneficial effect of the voltage transition from the pre-fault to 
faulted states outweighs the optimistic assumption for decelerating power used in the 
QSS analysis. The relevance of QSS term critical speed is further explored in Figure 
6-4 by comparing simulation results for one- and two-mass drive-trains with identical 
overall inertia. 
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Figure 6-4: Stability limits for one- and two-mass models 
Figure 64a and c both show the speed-time trajectories for two fault scenarios 
distinguished only by the differences in inertia and stiffness. Figure 6-4b and d show 
the decelerating power-time trajectories associated with the corresponding speed- 
time graphs. These scenarios highlight two important points: 
L Critical speeds for the one-mass and two-mass simulations are 1.042pu and 
1.038pu respectively compared to the 1.040pu predicted by QSS analysis. 
ii. The two-mass case is marginally more stable than the one-mass case under this 
fault scenario. The reason for this is highlighted in Figure 6-4d as the elevated 
decelerating power during the initial fault period due to higher rotor speeds. 
6.2.4. Comparative stability for selected FRT scenarios 
Figure 6-5 shows the dynamic response of the representative one- and two-mass 
wind farms models to the five fault scenarios of Figure 2-15. 
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Figure 6-5: Simulation results for five FRT scenarios 
Figure 6-5a, shows the dynamic response of the representative one- and two-mass 
wind farms models to fault scenario I (zero voltage for 140ms). The one-mass 
response is evidently more stable than the two-mass response in spite of having the 
same total inertia and electrical characteristics. The reason for the longer recovery 
time is the very substantial speed excursions and the relatively low decelerating 
torque applied at high and low speed regions of the oscillation cycle (refer to Figure 
C-5). This destabilising effect is shown with greater contrast in Figure 6-5b where it 
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makes the difference between stable and unstable response to fault scenario 2 (30% 
voltage for 384ms). The stable response of the one-mass model with speed peaking 
at 1.036pu contrasts with the QSS prediction, from Figure 5.2, of 1.043pu peak speed 
and marginal instability. The reason for this better-than-predicted response is the 
significant transient support offered during shorter fault periods (180ms time 
constant in the context of a 384ms fault). Figure 6-5c to e confirm the increasingly 
unstable response predicted by QSS analysis. The full correlation of QSS predictions 
and the transient results are summarised in Figure 6-6. 
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Speed 
Figure 6-6: Comparison of QSS predictions with transient results 
Figure 6-6 confirms that QSS predictions underestimate stability for short faults by 
neglecting transient support during the fault period and overestimate stability during 
long faults by assuming peak decelerating power through-out the fault period. 
6.3. dRPC Simulation 
This section examines the effect of dRPC on wind farm stability by initially using 
fault scenario 3 as a detailed example and then identifying the magnitude of dRPC 
required to achieve stability for all fault scenarios. 
6.3.1. Analysis of fault scenario 3 
FRT response with two levels of dRPC is compared with the base-case in Figure 6-7. 
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Figure 6-7: Effect of dRPC on wind farin response to fault scenario 3 
Figure 6-7a and b show that O. Ipu dRPC is sufficient to stabilise the wind farm 
although 0.2pu provides more rapid and damped restoration. Figure 6-7c shows the 
voltage boosting effect of dRPC which results in the elevated decelerating power 
response shown in Figure 6-7d. Figure 6-7e shows that the Rol and GB Grid Codes 
requirements for active power export recovery defined by Figure 2-15 are easily met 
with 0.2pu dRPC. Figure 6-7f shows that 0.2pu dRPC reduces the reactive power 
import during the initial second after fault clearance and results in a reactive power 
export by about 1.2 seconds after fault clearance. 
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It can therefore be concluded that 0.1pu dRPC is required to achieve a clear-cut 
stable response compliant with Rol and GB Grid Codes. 
6.3.2. Comparative analysis of fault scenarios 
Figure 6-8 compares the magnitude of dRPC required to achieve FRT compliance for 
each of the five reference fault scenarios of Figure 2-15. 
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Figure 6-8: Application of dRPC to achieve stability for selected fault scenarios 
It can be seen that 0.3pu dRPC is sufficient to achieve compliance for the GB Grid 
Code scenarios in Figure 6-8a, b, c and f. However, the RoI Grid Code scenarios in 
Figure 6-8d and e require 3.5pu and 2.2pu dRPC respectively to achieve stability. 
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This magnitude of dRPC would probably be uneconomic for most wind farm 
projects. 
6.4. sDBR Simulation 
This section examines the effect of sDBR, in the same manner as performed on 
dRPC in Section 6.3. 
6.4.1. Analysis of fault scenario 3 
FRT response with two levels of sDBR is compared with the base-case in Figure 6-7. 
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Figure 6-9: Effect of sDBR on wind fann response to fault scenario 3 
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Figure 6-9a and b show that 0.015pu sDBR is sufficient to stabilise the wind farm 
and restore pre-fault export power within 0.5 seconds. Increasing sDBR to 0.03pu 
provides faster deceleration and improved reactive power response (Figure 6-9f) but 
also introduces post-fault oscillations. Figure 6-9c shows the improved voltage 
response with sDBR which results in the elevated decelerating power response 
shown in Figure 6-9d. Furthermore, the switching in and out of sDBR can be 
observed by the point of initial divergence of the three trajectories (about 0.1 second 
after fault initiation) and the small voltage transients as the trajectories pass through 
Ipu Oust over one second after fault clearance). Figure 6-9e shows that the Rol and 
GB Grid Codes requirements for active power are met more effectively with 0.0 1 5pu 
sDBR because of the post-fault power oscillations introduced by increased 
resistance. 
It can therefore be concluded that 0.015pu sDBR is the optimal resistance for FRT 
compliance of the representative wind farm with for fault scenario 3. 
6.4.2. Comparative analysis of fault scenarios 
Figure 6-10 compares the magnitude of sDBR required to achieve FRT compliance 
for each of the five reference fault scenarios. 
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Figure 6-10: Application of sDBR to achieve stability for selected fault scenarios 
It can be seen that 0.04pu sDBR is sufficient to achieve compliance for the G13 Grid 
Code scenarios in Figure 6-10 a, b, c and f However, the Rol Grid Code scenarios in 
Figure 6-10d and e require 0.45pu and 0.2pu sDBR respectively to achieve stability. 
This magnitude of sDBR would result in a substantial increase in the heat dissipated 
and the resulting size and cost of the resistor bank. 
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6.5. Comparison of FRT Technologies 
6.5.1. Comparison of dRPC and sDBR magnitudes 
Table 6-1 summarises the results from Sections 6.3 and 5.5, comparing the 
magnitudes of dRPC and sDBR required to achieve stability for each of the reference 
fault scenarios derived from GB and Rol Grid Codes. 
Fault scenarios (and national code from where scenario derives) 
I (GB) 2 (GB) 3 (GB) 4 (Rol) 5 (Rol) 1 6 (GB) 
dRPC magnitude (pu) 0.1 0.3 0.2 3.5 2.2 0.2 
sDBR magnitude (pu) 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.45 0.2 0.02 
Ratio of dRPC to sDBR 5 7.5 6.7 7.8 11 to 
Table 6-1: Summary minimum dRPC and sDBR magnitudes required for FRT stability 
Table 6-1 shows that the minimum required magnitude of dRPC to achieve stability 
is between five and eleven times greater than the required magnitude of sDBR. It is 
also notable that both dRPC and sDBR magnitudes need to be greater by a factor of 
about ten for the Rol scenarios. 
6.5.2. Comparison of dRPC and sDBR response 
Figure 6-11 reproduces the turbine rotor responses of Figure 6-7a and Figure 6-9a in 
order to compare the effect of dRPC and sDBR on wind turbine response. 
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Figure 6-11: Comparison of effect of dRPC and sDBR on FRT response 
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The first notable difference is that although sDBR responds more slowly than dRPC 
(80ms compared to lOms) the effect is much more pronounced during the fault 
period. As a result, the reduction of speed at fault clearance is 0.007pu for 0.03pu 
sDBR but only 0.002pu for 0.2pu dRPC. The much greater effectiveness of sDBR 
during the fault period arises from the fact that its voltage boosting effect relates to 
current and is therefore magnified by the high transient currents. In contrast, the 
voltage boosting effect of dRPC relates to the square of voltage and is therefore 
greatly diminished in the fault period. The effect of dRPC is seen to apply strongly 
after fault clearance when the wind farm voltage rises and its voltage- boosting 
reactive power contribution rises with its square. 
The second notable difference is that increasing dRPC results in a more damped 
speed restoration whereas increased sDBR tends to cause an over-swing with 
resulting post-fault oscillations. A ma or reason for this difference is that dRPC has 
near-continuous and instantaneous thyristor control whereas sDBR is switched as a 
single discrete unit. 
6.6. Advanced sDBR Control 
The purpose of this Section is to give an indication of the possible stability 
improvements that may be achieved using more sophisticated sDBR control. 
6.6.1. Shortening insertion time 
Figure 6-12 shows the beneficial effect of shortening the insertion time of sDBR by 
using faster acting switches. The fault scenario is 200ms at zero residual voltage and 
0.05pu sDBR is inserted in all cases. 
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Figure 6-12: Effect of shortening insertion time on turbine rotor speed recovery 
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6.6.2. Multi-stage resistors 
Multistage sDBR allows a high value of resistance to be inserted initially and 
reduced as the voltage recovers. This is particularly helpful for longer fault scenarios. 
Figure 6-13 shows a two-stage braking resistor configuration with bypass switches, 
SI and S2, controlled independently by a voltage-dependent controller. 
Stage I Stage 2 
r---A - ----- 
S 2'*'ý Voltage i put 
----------------------- 
RI R2 
Figure 6-13: Two-stage switching scheme 
Figure 6-14 compares the two-stage sDBR scheme, with resistances of 0.09pu and 
0.19pu, with two single stage schemes with resistances of 0.34pu and 0.28pu 
respectively in response to fault scenario 4. The two-stage control scheme switches 
out the larger resistance at 0.96pu voltage and the smaller resistance at 1.04pu 
voltage whereas the singe-stage scheme both switch-out at 1.04pu voltage. 
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Figure 6-14: Effect of two-stage switching on turbine rotor speed recovery 
Figure 6-14 shows that 20% more resistance is required to achieve similar stability 
with a single stage resistor. More importantly the two-stage give more flexibility for 
optimising the inserted resistance for the whole range of possible fault scenarios. 
Another potentially important factor is the 15% higher peak torque switching 
transient arising when bypassing the larger single resistor. 
2 
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Multistage resistors increase the cost and complexity of sDBR and, as a result, single 
stage sDBR in conjunction with variable dRPC may be a preferred solution. 
6.6.3. Variable resistance 
Variable resistance sDBR allows the value of inserted resistance to be continuously 
varied in response to recovery voltage. This allows optimisation of the scheme's 
response for any fault scenario. Figure 6-15 shows a voltage-controlled variable 
braking resistor scheme with optional bypass switch, SI, and disconnection switch, 
S2. The bypass switch is not required for sDBR operation since the soft-starter 
bypasses the resistor when the thyristor firing angle is reduce to zero. However, the 
bypass switch does reduce the operational loss of the scheme albeit with the 
significant disadvantage of delaying sDBR insertion by about 30ms. Switch S2 
allows the resistor to be disconnected when using the soft starter in its more common 
role of reducing the inrush transient during FSWTG grid connection. 
Soft-starter 
----------------- 
S, 
ý-Vbl ge input 
---------- 
:::: 
I 
Controller 
I 
S32 R 
Figure 6-15: Variable resistor scheme 
Figure 6-16 compares variable sDBR (without a bypass switch) with single-stage 
sDBR in response to fault scenario 4. 
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Figure 6-16: Effect ofvariable resistance on speed recovery and sDBR energy dissipation 
Figure 6-16a and b show that comparable FRT stability is achieved by a variable 
scheme with only 50% of the resistance of a fixed scheme. Figure 6-16c shows the 
variation of inserted resistance during the fault and recovery period. Figure 6-16c 
shows that the reduced resistance does not, however, result in reduced overall energy 
dissipation because of the extended insertion time required for the variable scheme to 
achieve stability. The main advantage of variable sDBR is to reduce the peak and 
transient torques imposed by sDBR and allow optimised response to a wide range of 
faults. The disadvantage lies in the significantly increased complexity and cost of the 
scheme. 
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6.7. Sensitivity Analysis 
87 
The purpose of this Section is to test the sensitivity of the transient stability 
simulations to the selected wind farm impedance values applied. This sensitivity 
study is performed using the worst-case fault scenario, 4, and the representative wind 
farm system as the base-case. The sensitivities of key impedance parameters are 
shown in Figure 6-17. 
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Figure 6-17: Sensitivity gradients 
The sensitivity gradients of Figure 6-17 are very different to those used for QSS 
sensitivity in Figure 5-14. It is not possible to define a stability speed margin for 
transient simulations. Sensitivity gradients for the transient results are therefore 
defined by Eq. 6-4. 
Grad 
A(sDBR.,, ) (6-4) 
A(L, ) 
Where A(sDBRmi,, ) is the change in minimum magnitude of sDBR required to 
achieve stable operation and A(Lg) is the change in grid inductance that brought 
about the change in sDBR,,, i,,. 
It can be seen from Figure 6-17 that sDBR magnitude is more sensitive to fractional 
change than dRPC. However, this is not a highly significant comparison because the 
cost sensitivity of sDBR to changes in magnitude is much less than dRPC. A more 
meaningful way of comparing technologies for future work would be to use a cost 
rather than magnitude sensitivity function. 
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By comparing the transient and QSS sensitivity gradients of Figure 6-17 and Figure 
5-15b respectively, it is evident that the relative magnitude of sensitivities to the 
selected parameters is broadly similar, with the notable exception of the sensitivity of 
sDBR to rotor resistance. The negative sensitivity to rotor resistance relates to the 
change in transient time constant of Eq. D-1. The shortening transient time constant 
with increasing rotor resistance results in reducing decelerating power during the 
fault period, offsetting the benefits of an increasingly stable QSS characteristic. 
However, it should be noted that this sensitivity becomes strongly positive at higher 
base-case values of rotor resistance, when the beneficial change in QSS characteristic 
outweighs the loss of transient support. 
A less severe but important difference between transient and QSS results is the 
greater sensitivity of sDBR to changes in steady-state RPC (Css). Although the 
analysis refers steady-state RPC, it could equally apply to dRPC, suggesting that 
sDBR and dRPC provide strong mutual FRT contribution and should be treated as a 
single FRT scheme to optimise the overall response and cost. 
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6.8. Summary 
This Chapter demonstrates that the benefits of dRPC and sDBR, inferred from QSS 
analysis, are realised by transient simulation. It is shown that dRPC and sDBR can 
each improve the FRT performance of the base-case representative wind farm to 
achieve compliance with both GB and Rol Grid Codes. However, both technologies 
are severely challenged by the onerous Rol fault scenarios and compliance would be 
economically challenging for dRPC and technically challenging for sDBR. 
Improvements to the FRT performance of the basic single-stage sDBR, are shown to 
arise by shortening its insertion time or varying its resistance, either by multi-stage or 
continuous control. These options would incur additional costs and would only be 
applied if justified by the particular compliance requirements. Proving the technical 
and commercial viability of these advanced techniques would require further work. 
Wind farm stability with sDBR is shown to be adversely affected by increasing rotor 
resistance, contrary to the inference of QSS sensitivity analysis (Section 5.7) and 
dynamic rotor resistance (Section 3.5). sDBR may therefore be disadvantaged in 
comparison to dRPC by increasing rotor resistance because of the weakening of 
transient deceleration benefits that sDBR provide during the fault period. 
The sensitivity analysis also highlights the large sensitivity of sDBR to the presence 
of RPC. This sensitivity highlights that the relationship between sDBR and dRPC is 
mutually enhancing rather than competitive. A FRT scheme should therefore 
integrate the control of sDBR and dRPC to ensure minimum cost and maximum 
stability. 
7. Experimental Demonstration 
7.1. Introduction 
The transient analysis of Chapter 6, with the support of QSS analysis in Chapter 5, is 
the primary means of demonstrating the performance-enhancing effects of sDBR in 
this Thesis. The simplicity of the mechanically switched sDBR scheme means that 
simulation results provide a high-level of confidence in the concept and the 
approximate magnitude of its beneficial effects. A large-scale demonstration site 
would be the most appropriate next step in demonstrating the concept. However, in 
the absence of a suitable large-scale site, the purpose of the experimental work in this 
Chapter is to illustrate the sDBR concept using a very small-scale representation of a 
wind farm and grid system. The experimental work had to be completed within a 
very limited time and cost budget using an existing, non-optimal generator and drive. 
The substantial part of the challenge of this experimental work was therefore to 
obtain a representative demonstration of the effects of sDBR on the FRT 
performance of a large-scale wind farm system with limited resources. 
7.2. Modelling Overview 
In order to simplify the test rig, a lumped representation of a FSWT wind farm with 
distributed sDBR was used, as shown schematically in Figure 7-1. 
................................... 
WTG equivalent .......................... SDBR 
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000, 
--l 
Grid 
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........................... ... ............. 
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Driv 
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=: 
i 
................................... Steady-state 
compensation 
Pre-fault 
Fault 
I Post-fault I 
Figure 7-1: Schematic representation a FSWT wind farm with distributed sDBR 
The following sections briefly describe in the design, construction and testing of the 
small-scale rig based on the representative wind farm of Figure 7-1. 
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7.3. Rig Design and Characterisation 
7.3.1. Representation 
This Section describes the test rig design with specific reference to the representative 
wind farm of Figure 7-1. The representational validity of' each rig component is 
considered and divergences are discussed. The scale ofthc rig was determined by the 
availability of an existing 7.5kW, 415V, 4 pole induction generator and controllable 
lOkW drive. Pu bases for all quantities given in this section arc therefore derived 
from the generator's rated power, 7.5kW, rated voltage, 415V, and synchronous 
speed, 1500rpm. 
7.3.2. Supergrid 
The Supergrid, as defined by Grid Codes, is eft'ectively a three-phase voltage source 
switched between fixed pre-fault, fault and post-fault levels, as illustrated 
schematically in Figure 7-1. An experimental equivalent can be derived by switching 
between the output of three variacs or by suitable control of' a voltage source 
converter. The former option, shown in Figure 7-2, was selected on the basis that it 
provided adequate representation with reduced complexity and cost. 
20Avariac Circuit breaker 
Inrush resistor 
Pre-fa Ult 
voltage" source 
20Avariac 
Fault 
voltage" source e 
and manual bypass 
Lab socket 
---- La-b-mains ----- -- 
Fuse-switch unit 
32A 415V 
3phase 
20Avariac 
Post-falult 4 
ýVoltage 
suppressor 
---------- 
voltage" source 
Figure 7-2: Single line diagrarn of experimental Supergrid equivalent 
The total impedance of the supply circuit of Figure 7-2 was calculated to be 
(0.01+jO. 025)pu from measurement of variations of the output voltage tinder known 
loading conditions. rhis source impedance is accounted for in steady-state and 
transient simulations by equating the "grid" equivalent impedance of Hgure 7-1 with 
the sum of source and inductor impedances. Voltage variations due to independent 
external loads on the same supply were corrected by adjusting the variacs bellore 
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each test. Inrush resistors were inserted to reduce the inrush current during 
energisation of the variacs, thereby avoiding weakening or blowing ofthe 32A fuse. 
7.3.3. Transfer switching 
The Supergrid equivalent of Figure 7-2 outputs three near-constant voltages that call 
be manually adjusted to levels representing balanced pre-Iault (100%), I'ault 
(variable) and post-fault (90%) states. This Section describes the means ol'switching 
the wind farm equivalent between these outputs, as shown in Figure 7-3. 
Transfer switching system : See Fig 7-2 
(See schematic c) > 
7ps 7ps 
_rL 
Static switch 16A : -, 
Sl 
Pre-fault 
Output to 16A S2 
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I Controller I I Post-fault t- _Y -iýI _j ýT) 
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---------------- - Anti-parallel, 5SA From 
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r R, 
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time i: i :: 0 to 
control drýiver 
*jb Switch 1, Varistor 
output PhaseA 
----------------------------------- 
To phases B and C 
Switch I> 
------------ ------------------------------------- 
Transfer ........... > 
switching .............. 
>I To S2 and S3 
------------------------ ----------------------------- 
c. Phase switching schematic 
Figure 7-3: Experimental equivalent of fault switching 
Figure 7-3a shows a single line overview of the transfer switching scheme 
comprising three static three-phase switches, Sl to S3, each partial ly-protectcd by 
16A semi-conductor fuses. Figure 7-3b illustrates the switching sequence associated 
with an FRTevent including a dead-time of 7ps, selected to be greater than the worst 
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case IGBT switching time by a safe margin. The dead-time and hardware 
interlocking were introduced to minimise the likelihood of damaging the thermally 
sensitive IGBTs by short-circuiting variac outputs. Figure 7-3c shows the switching 
schematic for a single phase switch. The control signals for the switches are sourced 
from the programmable rig controller, processed by the on-board protection control 
unit and used to drive anti-parallel reverse-blocking IGBTs. The parallel varistor 
across each IGBT pair prevents damaging inductive switching voltage transients as 
the IGBTs open. 
The physical layout of the transfer switching system is shown in Figure 7-4. 
Figure 7-4: Photos of transfer switching system 
The principle design criteria of sub-millisecond switching, thermal robustness, noise 
immunity and voltage isolation were achieved by careful rating and selection of 
components, segregation of voltages and sizing of power tracks and IGBT heatsinks. 
Figure 7-4 identifies some of these key design features. 
7.3.4. Grid and wind farm electrical network 
Figure 7-5 shows the single line diagram of the grid and wind farm network from the 
transfer switch output to the generator terminals. 
b. 1 phase, 3-switch sub-board: Top 
a. Complete transfer switching board c. I phase, 3-switch sub-board: Bottom 
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Figure 7-5: Single line diagram of grid and wind farm electrical network 
Six 21.5mH, 5A, iron-cored inductors are used in parallel pairs for each of three 
phases, as shown in Figure 7-5. The parallel inductor impedance of 10.75mH 
(0.147pu) added to the source impedance gives a total "grid" equivalent impedance 
of 0.167pu compared to the representative value of 0.20pu used for theoretical 
analysis. The total experimental grid resistance of 0.03pu, comprising the inductor, 
contactor, IGBT and source resistance, compared to representative value of 0.04pu. 
The experimental sDBR scheme comprises a variable wire-wound resistor in each 
phase with a range of 0- IOU (0-0.44pu) and a bypass contactor. The nonnally closed 
contactor opens 40ms after initiation of the fault. The closing time is variable 
according to the recovery response of the drive train. 
A multi-stage capacitor bank is used to select an equivalent magnitude of steady- 
state RPC at the generator terminals, as shown in Figure 7-5. A steady-state 
capacitance of 0.54pu was selected for the recorded tests to compensate for the no- 
load reactive power demand of the generator at operating power. Although less than 
the I pu capacitance used for theoretical studies, this compensation was considered 
adequate for experimental purposes and small enough to reduce the risk of self- 
excited over-voltage to a very low level. The risk of over-voltage was further 
reduced by applying a fast-acting overvoltage protection scheme and heavy-duty 
varistors, as shown in Figure 7-5. 
The hardware for the transfer switching, grid equivalent and hardware controls are 
shown in Figure 7-6. 
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Key Components. 
I Switchgear 
.) Solid State Transfer Switch 
3 Current Probes 
Acquisition Box 
Overvoltage Relay 
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Figure 7-6: Transfer switching, grid equivalent and hardware controls 
7.3.5. Generator and drive system 
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Figure 7-7a shows the single line diagram for the experimental generator and drive 
system and Figure 7-7b illustrates the test rig drive train 
7.5kW wound- See electrical 
415V 10kW DC rotor induction network 
hase machine motor diagram 
DC 
M M AL. -- drive 
C 
Tacho 
Emerg Shorted 
stop rotorcct 
To electrical Control ler/Reco rd er network 
a. Generator and drive schematic diagram b. Generator and dc motor 
Figure 7-7: Single line diagram of generator and drive systern 
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The induction generator parameters in Table 7-1 were derived from reduced voltage 
locked rotor tests (LRT), dc resistance measurements (DCR), synchronous speed 
tests (SST) and rotor acceleration tests (RAT). The rotor values are reflected to the 
stator side accounting for the 0.31 stator/rotor turns ratio. 
Parameter Test Value Parameter Test Value 
Stator resistance LRT+DCR 0.026 Stator leakage reactance LRT 0.062 
2 
Rotor resistance LRT+DCR 0.0271 Rotor leakage reactance LRT 0.062 
2 
Magnetising reactance SST 2.1 No. of poles 4 
Drive train inertia RAT 1.25 Drive train friction SST 0.127 
Notes: 
1. Rotor resistance ranges between 0.024pu (dc) andO. 027(ac, 50Hz). The lockedrotor 
value is selected to best represent the machine at critical rotor speeds of 1.2pu. 
2. Leakage reactance is at locked rotor. This is typically 10-20% less than reactance at 
rated speed Locked rotor values are judged to he more representative of conditions 
duriAg FRT 
3. Values are stated with an experimental margin of error of +1-2Yo. 
Table 7-1: Induction generator parameters 
The impedance parameters from Table 7-1 were used to calculate characteristics for 
shaft power and stator power against rotor speed at rated voltage. These 
characteristics were compared to equivalent measured quantities scaled up from 
reduced voltage tests. 
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Figure 7-8: Comparison of calculated and measured power-speed characteristics 
Figure 7-8a shows good correlation (+/-2% divergence) of calculated and measured 
shaft and stator power. Figure 7-8b also shows reasonable correlation (+4% 
divergence) of calculated and measured stator current. However, the substantial 
discrepancy of experimental and representative full-scale generators (as defined in 
Chapter 4) is shown by Figure 7-9. 
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Figure 7-9: Comparison of experimental and representative full-scale generator 
Figure 7-9 highlights the extreme divergence of experimental and representative 
generator characteristics. The most significant differences are due to the very high 
experimental generator resistances (four times greater). This shifts the speed at which 
peak shaft power occurs from 1.04pu to 1.2pu resulting in a very substantially more 
stable system under fault conditions. 
7.3.6. Control and recording system 
Control, recording and secondary protection of the experimental rig were performed 
by a programmable controller. It is not the purpose of this Chapter to describe the 
controller or its detailed functions. The basic controller structure and graphical user 
interface (GUI) was programmed by Graham Pannell, a PhD student working on an 
independent project focussing on DFIGs FRT. We extended the programme to 
include an FRT and sDBR sequence controller and GUI for this test rig. The 
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sequencing of transfer switching is already described in Section 7.3.3 and the control 
of sDBR is described in Section 7.3.4. The GUI is shown in Figure 7-10. 
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............. Speed 
1. CPO reference and 
trip setting 
Figure 7-10: Graphical user interface 
The GUI provided a single point of control, monitoring and recording for FRT tests. 
7.4. Discussion of Test Rig's Representational Validity 
This section discusses the value of the test rig in representing FRT scenarios of full- 
scale wind farms, as defined by GB and Rol Grid Codes. 
7.4.1. Fault representation 
Fault initiation: 
Transfer switching from pre-fault to fault sources is designed to represent the 
initiation of an idealised fault instantaneously and simultaneously applied to all three 
phases of the Supergrid, as implied, without detail, in Grid Codes. The transfer 
switching scheme is therefore designed such that the IGBTs in each of the three 
phases of the pre-fault switch open simultaneously within I [ts. If the IGBTs open 
while the through-inductive current is non-zero then a transient voltage builds up 
across the collector-emitter until the current diverts through the parallel varistor. The 
varistor carries the diverted current, dissipating inductive energy in a similar manner 
to the arc across separated contacts, for the dead-time of 7ýts. After this dead-time an 
alternative lower impedance path is created by closure of the fiault switch. The 
complete transfer from pre-fault to fault sources is therefore complete within I Ops, a 
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negligible time period within the context of a 20ms cycle and circuit time constants 
greater than one cycle. 
Fault initiation, as defined by Grid Code, is therefore represented with sufficient 
accuracy by the test rig. 
Fault clearance: 
Transfer switching from fault to post-fault sources is designed to represent the 
idealised clearance of a fault instantaneously and simultaneously from all three 
phases of the Supergrid, as implied without detail in Grid Codes. In reality this 
transition is a complex process of circuit interruption by arc extinction lasting up to 
four cycles. However, representation of this level of complexity is not possible or 
necessary for FRT studies in accordance with Grid Codes. The transfer scheme for 
fault clearance is identical to that described above for fault initiation. 
Fault clearance, as defined by Grid Code, is therefore represented with sufficient 
accuracy by the test rig. 
7.4.2. Network representation 
The representational validity of lumping of network impedance as a single series 
inductor and neglecting stray shunt capacitance is already covered in Chapter 4. The 
steady-state shunt capacitance at the terminals of the generator is fully representative 
and also requires no discussion. sDBR is therefore the focus of this section. 
A copper-wound variable resistor with low inductance is used to represent a power 
resistor, which may be of grid design. The only material difference would be the 
inductive component of impedance which, in both cases causes only a negligible 
effect in delaying the transfer of current from the bypass switch to the resistor. The 
contactor was selected to have fast operating time (55ms closing, 20ms opening), the 
opening time being the critical representational factor. The coil control circuit was 
then designed to achieve an overall operating time (fault initiation to contact 
opening) of 40ms, described as typical for a 690V contactor in Chapter 4. In order to 
simplify the rig construction, the contactor was opened by a timed signal from the 
central controller, as set by the GUI rather than an under-voltage or other detection 
device. Although not representative of a real scheme, this discrepancy is not 
significant given the objective of proving the sDBR concept rather than refining its 
operation. 
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7.4.3. Induction generator representation 
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The divergence of experimental and full-scale generator steady-state characteristics 
is illustrated by Figure 7-9. This section discusses the implications of this 
discrepancy on the representation validity of FRT tests using the rig. Figure 7-11 
compares the experimental and full-scale shaft power characteristics at 90% recovery 
voltage for the complete "wind farm" system. 
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Figure 7-11: Comparison of full-scale and experimental system characteristics 
The most striking difference between the full-scale and experimental characteristics 
is the speed scale, as referred in Section 7.3.5. However, this is not an 
insurmountable obstacle to the use of the test rig as a representation of a full-scale 
system because it is counterbalanced by the substantially smaller experimental 
inertia, which results in proportionately greater acceleration during the fault period. 
A more significant difference is the elevated shaft power, which remains above rated 
power even at rotor speeds as high as 1.3pu. A limitation of I. Opu on dc motor output 
power, equating to a net generator input power (after frictional losses) of 0.87pu at 
operating speed, further exacerbates the difficulty of demonstrating relative FRT 
performance. These discrepancies were compensated for by reducing the recovery 
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voltage to 0.7pu, as shown in Figure 7-11 b and Figure 7-11 d, to produce a base-casc 
recovery characteristic with a critical speed of 1.2pu. 
Another important difference is the relative effect of 0.2 pu sDBR on the two 
characteristics. In the full-scale case of Figure 7-1 la the base-case shaft power is 
elevated through-out the illustrated speed range. However, in the experimental case 
of Figure 7-11 b the shaft power is elevated up to about 1.1 8pu speed and depressed 
at greater speeds. Since the cross-over happens below the critical speed identified on 
the 0.7pu recovery voltage characteristic, this level of sDBR has a negative effect on 
stability in the recovery phase. This is addressed by limiting sDBR to O. lPu in the 
FRT tests performed. 
In conclusion, the substantial differences in experimental and full-scale electrical 
characteristics make representational demonstration of effect sDBR challenging but 
not impossible, given careful selection of the magnitudes of sDBR, power input and 
recovery voltage. 
7.4.4. Mechanical drive train representation 
As mentioned in the previous Section, the substantially smaller inertia of the test rig 
has the advantage of counterbalancing the "stretched" electrical speed characteristics. 
Another discrepancy is the absence of a flexible coupling between the driver and 
generator, as typical of a wind turbine drive train. However, this is not 
disadvantageous in demonstrating the basic sDBR effect, and has the advantage of 
reducing the complexity of the results. 
7.4.5. Prime mover representation 
The dc motor, as prime mover, provides a constant power output in the manner 
recommended for modelling purposes in Chapter 4. However, practical commutator 
deformation resulted in sparking and reduced efficiency such that it was not possible 
to deliver rated input power to the generator for sufficient time to carry out reliable 
tests. This limitation was compensated in the manner described in Section 7.4.3. 
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7.5. Experimental Method 
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Prior to energisation, the settings of Table 7-2 were applied for the two selected 
demonstration tests. All settings, except for sDBR resistance, were applied through 
the GUI of Figure 7-10. sDBR resistance was set by manually adjusting the variable 
resistor slider for each phase. 
Test Power Fault Residual Recovery sDBR sDBR sDBR 
no. inpuP duration voltage voltage resistance switch-in switch-out 
1 1.0 0.45 0.3 0.7 0 N/A N/A 
2 1.0 0.45 0.3 0.7 0.1 tf +0.04sý2) tf+ 1.55s(2) 
Notes: 
1. "Power input" relates to the dc motor output and must therefore be reduced by 
(0.13a)) pu, where o) is pu speed, to allowforfirictional losses. 
2. Switch-in and switch-out times are stated with reference to thefault initiation time, 
Table 7-2: Settings for test scenarios 
The drive was then energised and used to accelerate the de motor to synchronous 
(I pu) speed before energising the generator from the pre-fault variac, set at I pu in 
both cases. The drive was then switched from constant speed to constant power 
control and the preset FRT sequence was initiated as soon as the preset power level 
was reached. When the FRT response was complete the drive was switched back to 
synchronous speed control before de-energising the generator and saving the data. 
7.6. Experimental Results 
7.6.1. Raw measured data 
Raw voltage and current measurements are shown in Figure 7-12 for the purpose of 
highlighting experimental distortions which have a bearing on the derived data 
shown in Figure 7-13. The data is derived from the sDBR scenario but the issues are 
almost identical in both scenarios. 
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Figure 7-12: Measured voltage and Current data with sDBR inserted 
Figure 7-12a shows the phase-to-phase grid voltage measured at location N in Figure 
7-5. It shows a peak voltage of +/-600V (I. Opu) stepping down to near +/-170V 
(0.3pu) and back up to near +/-400V (0.7pu) after 0.45s. The Figure also shows the 
locus of intended "Supergrid" positive peak magnitudes. The discrepancy of up to 
5% between voltage measured at N and the "Supergrid" voltage is due to the current 
of up to 2.4pu (see Figure 7-12c) flowing through the 2% source impedance. 
Figure 7-12b shows the stator voltage data measured at location M in Figure 7-5. It 
highlights the harmonic distortion imposed by the supply source. I larmonics have 
only a small effect on system stability, possibly contributing to the higher than 
predicted measured current shown in Figure 7-9b. 
Figure 7-12c shows the stator current data measured at location M in Figure 7-5. It 
highlights the current probe saturation that subdues the transient current 
ts 2 25 3 35 4 
bme (s) 
a. Transfer switch output phase-to-phase (a-b) voltage and locus of "Supergrid" peak voltage 
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measurements and derived power values but does not, of course, impact the actual 
system stability. 
7.6.2. Comparative test results 
The results for tests with and without sDBR are shown in Figure 7-13. 
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Figure 7-13: FRT results for both test scenarios 
Figure 7-13a shows a small decelerating impulse at fault initiation arising from the 
transient overpower of Figure 7-13b. This is followed by a period of near-constant 
acceleration of 0.41pu for the base-case and 0.40pu for the sDBR case. After fault 
clearance, the rotors peak quickly at 1.22pu and 1.21 pu for the base- and sDBR cases 
respectively before decelerating and recovering to a common steady post-fault speed 
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of 1.05pu, 2.3s and I. Is after fault clearance for the base- and sDBR cases 
respectively. 
The stator power outputs of Figure 7-13b show an initial upwards transient before 
decaying to about 0.2pu in 50ms. The sDBR case benefits from an elevated power 
level during the fault period leading to the reduced acceleration and peak speed seen 
in Figure 7-13a. Fault clearance causes an initial downward magnetising transient 
followed by aI OOms transition to an initial quasi-steady-state recovery level of about 
0.52pu and 0.56pu for the base- and sDBR cases respectively. The progressive 
subsequent rise in power output is associated with the reducing rotor speed of Figure 
7-13a, peaking at 0.84pu and 1.06pu for base- and sDBR cases respectively before 
settling down to a steady post-fault of 0.80pu in both cases. The 5% harmonic power 
fluctuations arising from the supply voltage harmonics are magnified in the inset 
detail. 
The stator voltages of Figure 7-13c decay exponentially with an initial time constant 
of about 50ms compared to a transient time constant of 37ms calculated from 
Equation C-1. After this initial decay the voltage characteristic is progressively 
dominated by quasi-steady-state characteristics. The stator voltage is supported by 
the voltage across sDBR, particularly in the period 10-300ms after fault initiation 
when the active component of current in Figure 7-13e dominates the reactive 
component in Figure 7-13 (i. e. the power factor is close to unity). At fault clearance 
there is an initial voltage overshoot due to dc offset followed by a depressed level of 
approximately 0.38pu in both cases, rising to a new steady-state level of 0.62pu after 
2s and Is for the base and sDBR cases respectively. 
The stator currents of Figure 7-13d show a transient surge to about 1.6pu at fault 
initiation, less than half that expected due to probe saturation. The currents then fall 
with a time constant of about 50ms to a level of 0.5pu, at which time the rising speed 
superimposes a steady-state current component, derived from Figure 7-11 d, which 
dominates in the latter fault period. The increased current in the sDBR case can also 
be explained with reference to the same Figure. On fault clearance there is a subdued 
dc transient overshoot followed by an initial near-steady current of 2.4pu, compared 
to 2.3pu in Figure 7-1 Id, which falls to a steady post-fault value of 1.3pu, compared 
to 1.25pu at 1.05pu speed in Figure 7-11 d. There is a small sDBR switch-out 
transient at 2.54s 
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The active and reactive current trajectories of Figure 7-13e and fare informative in- 
so-far as they support the basis for the beneficial effect ofsDBR in extracting more 
active power from the generator during and after the fault and mitigating tile reactive 
power demand in the first two seconds after fault clearance. 
7.7. Comparative Transient Simulations 
The transient model of Chapter 4 was used to compare experimental and sinitilatcd 
performance with and without sDBR. The test rig parameters of Table 7-1 and fault 
scenario settings of Table 7-2 were applied to the simulation. 
7.7.1. Comparison of results without sDBR 
The base-case experimental and simulation results are compared in Figure 7-14. 
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Figure 7-14: Comparison of experimental and simulation results without sDl3R 
Figure 7-14a to d show that, ignoring transients, the acceleration, stator power 
voltage and current trajectories differ by less than 2% in the pre-fault and Cault 
period. The substantial simulated transients at fault initiation and clearance are 
absent from the experimental results. There are a number of possible reasons for this 
transient discrepancy including the switching operation (some transient energy is 
dissipated in varistors in experimental case), current probe saturation and actual 
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machine saturation. However, these possible causes are not explored further in this 
Thesis because the differential effect is not dynamically significant. 
The discrepancy between results is greater in the post-fault period, resulting in a 
slower recovery for the simulated case, as illustrated explicitly in Figure 7-14a. The 
initial recovery conditions, shown in Figure 7-14a-d, are similar but diverge with 
time as simulated recovery lags experimental recovery. It should be noted that the 
difference in recovery time is eliminated by only a 2% increase in simulated rotor 
resistance or a 1% decrease in simulated leakage reactance. These discrepancies are 
well within the margins of experimental error. 
The 5% difference in recovery current in Figure 7-14d is similar to the steady state 
divergence noted in the steady-state characterisation of Figure 7-8b. 
7.7.2. Comparison of results with sDBR 
The base-case experimental and simulation results are compared in Figure 7-15. 
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Figure 7-15: Comparison ofexperimental and simulation results with sDBR 
As for the base-case scenario, Figure 7-15a to d show that, ignoring transients, the 
experimental and simulated responses differ by less than 2% in the pre-fault and fault 
period. The discrepancy between results is again greater in the post-fault period, 
however in this case the simulated recovery is faster, as illustrated in Figure 7-15a. A 
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particularly visible discrepancy arises in the first I OOms after fault clearance, when 
there is significantly more decelerating power in the simulated case. This 
discrepancy may be due to the switching operation and/or saturation effects. 
However, the speed difference caused in this period is small and it is not therefore 
the most significant discrepancy. It is more difficult to adjust the simulation 
parameters to replicate the experimental result in this case. Further measurements, 
tests and simulations would be required to better understand and resolve this 
discrepancy. 
7.8. Summary 
Very large differences between the characteristics of the small-scale test rig and a 
large wind farm system have been highlighted. However, by adapting the fault 
scenario parameters accordingly it has been possible to derive experimental results 
that provide strong support for the sDBR-induced improvements in FRT stability 
predicted by steady-state analysis and transient simulation. However, the results also 
indicate that the transient simulation of sDBR may give overly optimistic results. 
Investigating this discrepancy would be the focus of further research to confirm the 
degree of benefit offered by sDBR compared to other technologies. Such 
investigation would include careful and more accurate re-characterisation of the test 
rig and further investigation and modeling of saturation and other secondary cffects 
on the transient performance of the generator. 
8. Conclusions and Recommendations 
8.1. Conclusions 
The series Dynamic Braking Resistor (sDBR) is the core innovation of this Thesis. 
The success of this Thesis therefore hinges on the potential for a valid contribution of 
sDBR to improving the FRT capability of FSWTs and the effectiveness of 
theoretical, analytical and experimental evidence presented to support this. The 
following points offer key evidence in favour of the successful contribution of this 
Thesis to relevant technological advancement and academic knowledge in this field: 
1. The diminishing but still significant position of FSWT in the world wind turbine 
market is established in Chapter 1. This supports the validity of pursuing 
contributory technologies that have the potential to extend the viable application 
of this old but reliable turbine technology. 
2. The fundamental requirement for FRT and the importance of rapid power 
restoration of wind power, especially in smaller power systems, are established in 
Chapter 2. This supports the pursuit of a technology that contributes to FRT in 
general with particular emphasis on rapid power recovery. 
3. A review of state-of-art FRT technologies in Chapter 3 identifies the range and 
characteristics of technologies currently applied or proposed. This review 
identifies a gap for sDBR as a simple, low cost technology with potential for 
effective contribution to FRT compliance of FSWTs. 
4. The careful development of a representative wind farm model in Chapter 4 and 
sensitivity analysis in Chapters 5 and 6 ensure that the simulation and 
experimental work of Chapters 6 and 7 provide strong evidence of FRT 
contribution to a broad range of real wind farm projects. 
5. The quasi-steady-state (QSS) analysis of Chapter 5, supported by Appendix B, 
provides an unprecedented critique and justification of a technique used more 
loosely in previous papers and texts on wind farm stability. QSS provides 
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valuable under-pinning of the sDBR concept and reasonable correlation with 
comparative transient simulations in Chapter 6. 
6. Transient analysis of Chapter 6 shows the strong performance of sDBR in direct 
comparison with the state-of-art FRT technology, dynamic reactive power 
compensation (dRPC). This relative performance is summarised in Table 6-1, 
showing that wind farm sDBR can deliver GB FRT compliance with very small 
resistances, in the same order as total equivalent resistance of the wind farm 
system. Equivalent compliance with dRPC requires 5 to 10 times greater pu 
magnitudes of reactive power compensation at significantly greater cost. 
7. Compliance with Rol Grid Code requirements is shown in Table 6-1 to be 
substantially more onerous for both sDBR and dRPC. The use of either 
technology is therefore unlikely to achieve compliance in isolation. Evidence for 
strong complimentary benefits of the two technologies is provided by sensitivity 
analysis of Section 6.7. Furthermore, sDBR and dRPC have the potential to be 
used in conjunction with blade pitching to practically ensure compliance with 
Rol requirements. 
8. The experimental work of Chapter 6 carefully mitigates the substantial 
discrepancies between the characteristics of a small (7.5kW) test rig and a large 
(50MW) wind farm by careful consideration of each component of the system 
and adjustment of tests conditions to derive representative fault scenarios. The 
test results were therefore able to strongly support the analytical case for sDBR- 
induced improvements in FRT stability. 
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8.2. Recommendations for Further Work 
The work undertaken during the course of this PhD project and encapsulated in this 
Thesis provided sufficient confidence in the sDBR concept to justify 
commercialisation and application to certain wind farms without significant further 
research. This basic confidence, reinforced by site-specific simulations and scheme 
design, led to the brink of signing a contract for application on a 30MW wind farm 
project in Scotland in 2006n. Unfortunately the opportunity was lost because of the 
turbine supplier's decision to withdraw from the FSWT market and its consequent 
reluctance to invest engineering time in innovative developments. During 2007 the 
other major supplier of FSWTs in Europe also withdrew from the market, leaving no 
European suppliers of MW-class FSWTs. This tipping of the European market in 
2007 has shifted the direction of any future application with new large wind farms to 
the Asian markets such as India and China. China, in particular, has a rapidly 
growing wind industry with strong growth in FSWTs. The other area of possible 
commercialisation without significant further technical research is retrospective 
compliance of existing FSWT wind farms with new FRT requirements. This 
retrospective application is likely to be restricted to countries where there is a 
significant penetration of older turbines such as Denmark, Germany and Spain. 
In spite of the diminishing primary market for sDBR several avenues of further 
research are proposed below that relate to advancing the technology and extending 
its application into related but distinctive markets. 
8.2.1. Rearguard commercialisation 
The following research and development could be carried out to investigate the 
market opportunities for the basic sDBR concept and develop a secure technical 
platform to offer the product into those markets identified: 
a) Market research focusing initially on the Far-East market for new FSWTs and 
Grid Code requirements with prediction of likely direction over the next three 
years. 
b) Market research focusing initially on existing FSWT wind farms in Denmark, 
Germany and Spain, and retrospective action to enforce compliance with current 
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Grid Code requirements (Energinet 2004; E. ON Nezt 2006). This would lead to 
transient studies assessing the potential for sDBR to contribute to compliance. 
c) Further experimental work using a larger-scale test rig in the order of 15-30M 
with carefully specified generator and drive characteristics that better represent 
the impedance and inertial parameters of a large FSWT. 
d) Prototyping using an existing single FSWT turbine on a weak network. This 
could be a sub-MW turbine or a small wind cluster such as the experimental sites 
at Kirkheaton or Blyth Harbour in Northumberland, England. 
8.2.2. Advanced control and optimisation 
a) Investigate the benefits, issues and costs of faster switching devices, as proposed 
in Section 6.6.1, to improve the initial deceleration properties of sDBR. Such 
devices would include IGBTs, thyristors, high-speed contactors and fault-limiting 
circuit breakers. 
b) Investigate the benefits, issues and costs of multi-stage and variable resistance 
sDBR, as proposed in Sections 6.6.2 and 6.6.3. 
c) Investigate and optimise the integrated control of sDBR, dRPC and blade-pitch 
control as a means for compliance for more onerous FRT requirements, as 
represented by the RoI Grid Code. 
8.2.3. Extended application 
a) Explore the potential application of sDBR to improve the FRT stability of 
distribution systems with multiple embedded wind farms. 
b) Explore the potential application of sDBR to improve the stability of small 
FSWTs in weak or isolated grids. These improvements may be driven by the 
customer's requirements for reliability and continuity rather than Grid or 
Distribution Codes. 
c) Investigate application of sDBR with DFIGs. Significant potential benefits were 
identified by simulation during the course of the PhD but these were not pursued 
because of the existing Vestas patent. However, the potential benefits for control 
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and stability of DFIGs are significant and this option could be revisited with due 
regard to the existing patent. 
d) Explore the application of sDBR, in conjunction with sub-millisecond switching, 
as a means of reducing peak fault contribution to the distribution system in cases 
where such contribution triggers expensive reinforcements. This is an 
opportunity that was investigated briefly but set aside as being outside the scope 
of the PhD project. 
Appendices 
A. Per unit system 
A. l. Introduction 
The per unit (pu) system is a standard method for normalising the magnitude of 
quantities in a system. It is used almost universally in the analysis of electrical power 
systems and commonly for geared mechanical drive systems. This system of units is 
used exclusively in this Thesis. 
This Appendix has been dedicated to a "standard" system because of its importance 
in developing a consistent model of the representative wind farm and the 
discrepancies among existing texts. The per unit system used in this Thesis is 
contrary to most convention texts in ways that, in my opinion, improve the 
consistency of electrical and mechanical analogues but may cause some confusion to 
the reader without reference to this Appendix. 
A. 2. Wind Farm Drive Train 
A wind farm system can be treated as an electro-mechanical drive train transferring 
power from its turbine blades to the electrical grid. A typical FSWT wind farm drive 
train is shown in Figure A-1. 
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Figure A-1: Typical wind farm drive train and its components 
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Figure Al. highlights the analogous and near-symmetrical nature of the wind farm's 
electrical and mechanical sub-systems. Table A-I catalogues the electro-mechanical 
analogues used in Figure A-1. 
Generic term Electrical term Mechanical term 
Power Electrical power ( P=FT) Mechanical power (P=T(o) 
Motive "force" Voltage Torque (T) 
Motion Current Speed (co) 
Resistance Resistance (R) Damping coefficient (B) 
Inertia Inductance (L) Moment of inertia (J) 
Stiffness Inverse capacitance (I/C) Stiffness (K) 
Transformation Turns ratio (N: 1) Gear ratio (N: 1) 
Table A-1: Electrical and mechanical analogues 
Table A-1 highlights two analogical discrepancies. The first apparent discrepancy is 
that electrical power is the scalar product of two vectors whereas mechanical power 
is a product of two scalars. In reality, torque and speed are given as the scalar 
magnitudes of co-linear vectors acting along the drive axis. The second discrepancy 
is that electrical sub-systems of Figure A-I are divided by voltage (motive force) 
whereas the mechanical sub-systems are divided by speed (motion). The quantity 
used to sub-divide the systems is typically the one which remains most constant 
during normal operation. In the case of a wind farm, voltage and speed typically vary 
by less than +/-5% whereas current and torque vary from zero to rated. 
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A. 3. Per Unit Bases 
Table A-2 shows the selected per unit bases used in this Thesis. 
S stem base values 
Quantity Notation Value 
Active, reactive and apparent power Pb, QbP Sb PWTR (W) 
Time tb Is 
Energy Eb As power 
Angle, speed, acceleration ObP (45 C% Cos (rads, rads s", rads S-2) 
Electrical base values Mechanical base values 
Quantity Notation Value Quantity Notation Value 
Voltage Vb d 
(Volts) I'V1 
t 
Torque Tb 
Pb 
,a e O)b 
Pb 
Current lb 
Vb 
b)2 
V Pb 
Resistance Rb - 
Pb 
Friction Bb )2 
(Vb )2 
Reactance Xb _ 
Pb 
(V Pb 
Inductance Lb b 
P 
Inertia Jb (O) )2 
O)b b b 
Pb 
Flux 4 Vb Momentum Ab 
(Ob 
Pb Pb 
Capacitance Cb 
0-Is 
(vb T Stiffness Kb (Wb )2 1 
Table A-2: Base values 
Table A-2 highlights in bold the important differences from conventional per-unit 
systems as described below: 
Time base is one second rather than co"' seconds by convention. This change impacts 
on several other base quantities including energy, angle and acceleration. 
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Inductance base is a very key change from convention. Under the revised base 
system inductance is not equal to reactance. For a synchronous speed of 314 rad s'l a 
reactance of 0.1pu derives from an inductance of 0.00032pu. Although inductance 
values under this system tend to be inconveniently small, they are consistent with 
their mechanical inertia analogues and therefore give a proper perspective on the 
huge difference in electrical and mechanical inertias in a typical power system. 
Inertia base, J, is used in place of inertia constant, H. These quantities are related as 
J= 2H. 
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A. 4. Equations in Per Unit Form 
Table A-3 surnmarises the per unit equations that describe the transient behaviour of 
the electrical and mechanical components of a system. In each case, the conventional 
form is compared with the revised form using the per unit system of Section A. 3. 
Quantity Conventional Revised 
Inertial transient. - 
Electrical 
L' di 
AV= Ri + - di AV Ri + L- 
WO dt dt 
Mechanical Ac = Bo) + 2H 
dco Ac B(o +J 
dco 
dt dt 
Coupling transient., 
Electrical I dv- At -ýF+WbCv - I dv Al = -; F + C- R dt R dt 
Mechanical Aco Br + cvbK 
dr Ao)= Br+K dr 
dt dt 
Generator transient. - 
XQ 
ý - d), ýww - Stator F, =R V3 Ri+ s S3 cob dt dt 
Rotor (short-circuited) 
XF 
R, i, + ýww ý' - wMA, 0 dt R, 
7, + co, o) b MA, 0 wb dt 
Electrical torque T, i, i, sin 0 T, wbL. ii, sinO (note 1) 
Time constants (s) 
Electrical tdc 
L L 
td 
o)bR c R 
Mechanical 
2H 
tc 
i 
wbB B 
_Oscillation 
(Hz): 
Electrical Lai Cob f. at 
Mechanical 
Wb ýK' 
at (note 2) 
Notes: 
I. The inserted(Obfactor in the equation for electrical torque is derived from the 
partial differentiation of "coenergy" with respect to angle 0 (Fitzgerald, Kingsley et 
al. 2002, Equations 4.64,4.65). 
2. Mechanical natural frequency, f,,., is reference to a fixed point. Drive train eigen- 
frequencies are generally quoted for free two-mass oscillations. 
Table A-3: Transient per unit equations 
B. Quasi- steady-state analysis 
B. 1. Introduction 
Steady-state stability analysis of induction generators is used to determine the 
stability limit for FSWT wind farms operating at reduced grid voltages (Holdsworth, 
Jenkins et al. 2001). The wind farm becomes unstable when the peak decelerating 
power is less than the maximum mechanical input power. This technique is 
conventionally used for considering short-term wind farm operation at reduced grid 
voltages. An example of such an event would be a three-minute, 15% voltage dip, as 
defincd the NGC Grid Code and illustrated in Figure 2-14. For an event of this 
duration, the system would reach a new steady-state operating point, which must be 
stable according to the above criteria. However, in the case of the 2.5-sccond, 20% 
voltage dip of Figure 2-14, steady-state stability criteria may not apply because the 
system would not reach steady-state operation in this period. 
A technique extending the application of steady-state analysis to dynamic stability is 
introduced by Akhmatov (Akhmatov, Knudsen et al. 2000; Akhmatov 2003(a)). 
Akhmatov uses this technique to determining the dynamic stability limit of FSWTs in 
several publications, including his recent book (Akhmatov 2005(b)). However, it is 
not obvious that FRT stability can be generally inferred from steady-state analysis, 
and my literature search revealed insufficient theoretical or empirical support. The 
technique is therefore assessed more comprehensively in this Appendix and 
designated quasi-steady-state QSS) analysis throughout the Thesis. In particular, it 
is used extensively in Chapter 5 to infer transient FRT stability and compare the 
performance of sDBR and dRPC technologies under a range of fault scenarios. 
B-2. Quasi-Steady-State Methodology 
B. 2.1. Steady state characterisation 
A wind farm system can be characterised by a set of decelerating power versus speed 
curves distinguished by supergrid voltage. Figure B-I characterises the wind farm 
system of Figure 4-12 in this manner. 
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Figure B-1: Decelerating power versus speed characteristic for representative wind farm 
Figure B-1 is broadly representative of the steady-state characteristic of all wind 
farms. Differences in wind farm parameters typically modify the magnitude and 
speed of the peak decelerating power and the rate of power fall-off for speeds greater 
than the peak. These curves are the basic reference point for QSS analysis. 
B. 2.2. Basic assumption 
The fundamental assumption for QSS analysis is that the dynamic process can be 
approximated as two QSS stages, described as fault and recovery. The voltage is 
assumed to be constant during each stage, and the system response can therefore be 
characterised with reference to the relevant curves from Figure B-1. 
B. 2.3. Method 
Assuming constant mechanical input power Oustified in Section 4-2), the trajectory 
of the wind farm system can be represented on a power-speed graph. Figure B-2a 
identifies five points during fault scenario 3 that are used to trace the dynamic 
trajectory of the wind farm system for two inertia scenarios in Figure B-2b and c. 
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Figure B-2: Dynamic trajectory of wind farm in decelerating power-speed domain 
Point I in Figure B-2b is the steady pre-fault state, lying at the intersection of the 
power input and pre-fault (100% voltage) power output curves. Point 2 lies on the 
fault- (50% voltage) power output curve at rated speed. The dynamic trajectory then 
follows the fault-power output curve as speed increases due to the net accelerating 
power, AP. At fault clearance the trajectory transfers from point 3 to point 4 on the 
recovery- (90% voltage) power output curve. At point 4 the net accelerating power 
causes the drive train to accelerate towards point 5 and eventually trip. 
Figure B-2c is identical to Figure B-2b except that the acceleration is reduced 
because of higher drive train inertia. As a result, the rotor speed at fault clearance is 
less and the decelerating power at point 4 is greater than the input power leading to 
deceleration and recovery to a new stable operating point (5) at the intersection of the 
power input and recovery power output curves. It can be concluded, by inspection, 
that the system stability limit, critical speed, O)cr (Akhmatov 2005(b))), is at the 
intersection of the power input and recovery power output curves. A characteristic 
critical speed can be defined for any given wind fann system (including its grid 
connection) at specified recovery voltage and mechanical power input. 
Pre-fault Fault Recovery 
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B. 3. Assessment of Validity 
This assessment examines the validity of the basic assumption of Section B. 2.2 
concerning steady-state approximation. This is carried out by isolating the two main 
categories of transitional error, designated in this Thesis as voltage step transient and 
rotor dynamics. 
B. 3.1. Voltage step transient 
The transition between two steady-state voltage levels is governed by the AC time 
constant, T.,, as defined in Equation B-1. 
Tac = 
XT 
second 
(ObRr 
The Thevenin equivalent transient reactance, XT, can be approximated to the sum of 
series reactances, which is 0.39pu for the representative wind farm system, giving an 
AC time constant of about 180ms. This time constant is confirmed by the transient 
simulation of Figure B-3. 
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Figure B-3: Voltage step transient simulation results 
The simulation results of Figure B-3 are derived from the transient model of the 
representative wind farm system of Figure 4-12 with the rotor constrained to rated 
speed and sDBR and dRPC set to zero. A 800ms, 80% voltage dip is applied 
followed by rated recovery voltage. Figure B-3a shows a current decay time constant 
of approximately 180ms in both cases. However, although the power decay of Figure 
B-3b is similar, the recovery time constant is significantly longer, governed by the 
longer time constants for magnctising the generator from the stator side. 
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For the purpose of comparing the transient performance of FRT technologies it is 
more important to examine whether the technologies change the base-casc time 
constant. Figure B-4 compares the time constant of transient response for sDBR 
(0.1 pu), dRPC (0.6pu) with the base-case. 
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Figure B-4: Effect of dRPC and sDBR on transient time constants 
Figure B-4a and b show that the difference in time constant is very small. As 
expected from Equation 7-1, sDBR makes no significant difference to the time 
constant whereas dRPC does marginally increase the time constant, as expected 
because of the increase in reactance. 
It can be concluded that voltage transients introduce significant error to QSS 
assessment of stability for faults less than one second. However, the fact that the 
selected FRT technologies make little difference to the power time constants means 
that neglecting voltage step transients should not distort a comparative assessment. 
B. 3.2. Rotor dynamics 
The power-speed relationship of an induction generator is dependent on rotor 
acceleration, as shown in Figure B-5a. 
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Figure B-5: Dependence of power-speed characteristic on rotor acceleration 
The curves of Figure B-5a and b are based on the results of simulations using the 
same model as Section B. 3.1 but with rated supergrid voltage and constant rotor 
acceleration. The rotor acceleration and deceleration values are selected to represent 
likely worst-case magnitudes using the representative two-mass drive train model. 
Figure B-5a shows that acceleration "shears" the power-speed curves in the direction 
of higher speed and power magnitude and deceleration "shears" the power-speed 
curves in the direction of lower speeds and power magnitude. The overall effect of 
this shearing is difficult to predict because the depressed decelerating power for 
speeds up to 1.03pu is counteracted by boosted power at higher speeds. More 
importantly for comparative studies, Figure B-5b shows that acceleration has a 
similar shearing effect on sDBR and dRPC although the dRPC may marginally 
benefit from the sheared effect because of the larger decelerating power for speeds 
up to 1.06pu. 
B. 3.3. Correlation with transient simulation 
Having - isolated and assessed the two major discrepancies between QSS and transient 
analysis, the purpose of this Section is to compare the analyses for a specific study. 
The selected wind farm system is the one used in Sections B. 3.1 and B. 3.2 with 
O. Ipu sDBR inserted. The drive-train is modelled as a lumped equivalent inertia of 
9pu and the system is subjected to fault scenario 3 of Figure 3-1. In order to apply 
the dynamic correction factor it is necessary to initially approximate the average 
acceleration and deceleration during the fault and recovery phases respectively from 
the results of the transient simulation, as shown in Figure B-6. 
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Figure B-6: Power and speed-time responses of wind farm 
Figure B-6a and b show the speed- and power-time responses of the wind Carm 
system respectively. It can be seen from Figure B-6b that the accelerating and 
decelerating power, AP,, f and AP,,,, are approximately equal in magnitude (0.37pu) 
and opposite in sign. This is reflected in the equal and opposite acceleration rates, at- 
and a, shown in Figure B-6a. These acceleration rates are confirmed from the 
equation of motion, Eq. B-2. 
TP0.37 
cc =-----=0.040pu (B-2) jW1.02 x9 
The transient results are superimposed on the uncorrected QSS curves in Figure B-7. 
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Figure B-7: Superposition of uncorrected QSS and transient power-speed trajectories 
As expected, the pre- and post-fault operating points in Figure B-7 are coincident but 
the trajectories are otherwise quite divergent with the steady-state trajectory 
significantly under-estimating power during the fault and over-estimating power 
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during the recovery. This would imply that a QSS assessment would tend to 
overestimate the speed at fault clearance and overestimate the rate ol'post-clearance 
deceleration. However, it is not obvious from these observations whether the steady- 
state assessment would be more or less onerous than the transient simulation. 
Figure B-8 superimposes the same transient tra ectory with dynamically ad Listed 
QSS curves derived from Figure B-7a for the fault and recovery periods respectively. 
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Figure B-8: Superposition of uncorrected QSS and transient power-speed trajectories 
In the fault period, Figure B-8 illustrates the initial "voltage step transient" error, 
which subsides until the two trajectories coincide at about 1.03pu speed. In the 
recovery period, Figure B-8 shows an initial divergence due to a combination of the 
clearance "voltage step transient" error and the transition of acceleration from 
positive to negative, as demonstrated by the rounded peak of the speed curve in 
Figure B-6a. However, after this initial divergence, the two trajectories converge 
again before diverging as the rotor speed stabilises at its post-fault operating point. 
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BA Summary 
QSS is used in published work as a tool for inferring the stability of FSWTs under 
short-term and faulted grid conditions. This Appendix supports the application of this 
analytical technique in Chapter 5 by clarifying its underlying principal and 
identifying the error compared to corresponding transient analysis. 
QSS analysis error has been shown to derive from two sources, voltage step 
transients and rotor dynamics. Both sources introduce significant divergence between 
QSS analysis and the inferred transient response. The overall effect tends to 
overestimate both the fault period acceleration and recovery period deceleration. 
However, these divergences would not appear to unfairly distort the comparison 
sDBR and dRPC technologies. 
The implication of this investigation is that QSS analysis should be viable as a tool 
for inferring the effectiveness of FRT technologies and providing an indication of the 
likely FRT stability of wind farm systems. There is scope for further theoretical 
assessment of this technique and the limits and sensitivities of its application. 
However, for the purpose of this Thesis the correlation of QSS analysis in Chapter 5 
with transient simulations in Chapter 7 serves to demonstrate empirically the value of 
the technique. 
C. Published IEEE Transactions Paper 
The paper on the following pages is extracted directly from IEEE Transactions on 
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Fault Ride-Through of Large Wind Farms Using 
Series Dynamic Braking Resistors (March 2007) 
Andrew Causebrook, David J. Atkinson, and Alan G. Jack Member, IEEE 
Abstract-Fault ride-through (FRT) Is required for large wind 
farms in most power systems. Fixed speed wind turbines (FSWTs) 
are a diminishing but significant sector In the fast-growing wind 
turbine (WT) market. State-of-art techniques applied to meet grid 
requirements for FSWT wind farms are blade pitching and dy- 
namic reactive power compensation (RPC). Blade pitching Is con. 
strained by the onerous mechanical loads Imposed on a wind tur- 
bine during rapid power restoration. Dynamic RPC Is constrained 
by its high capital cost. These present technologies can therefore 
be limiting, especially when connecting to smaller power systems. 
A novel alternative technology is proposed that Inserts series resis- 
tance Into the generation circuit. The series dynamic braking re- 
sistor (SDBR) dissipates active power and boosts generator voltage, 
potentially displacing the need for pitch control and dynamic RPC. 
This paper uses a representative wind farm model to study the ben- 
eficial effect of SDBR compared to dynamic RPC. This is achieved 
by quasi-steady-state characterization and transient FRT stability 
simulations. The analysis shows that SDBR can substantially im- 
prove the FRT performance of a FSWT wind farm. It also shows 
that a small resistance, inserted for less than one second, can dis- 
place a substantial capacity of dynamic RPC. 
Index Terms-Dynamic braking resistors, fault ride-through, 
wind farm stability, wind turbine generators. 
I. INTRODUC71ON 
F AULT ride-through (FRT) is now required for connection 
of large wind farms in most power systems. The FRT-com- 
pliant wind farm must remain connected and actively contribute 
to system stability during a wide range of network fault sce- 
narios. FRT is particularly important in securing stability in re- 
gions where wind is becoming a significant contributor to the 
power system's dynamic performance. 
FRT performance requirements differ according to the dy- 
namic characteristics of the power system concerned. Smaller 
power systems, with little or no interconnection, are more prone 
to frequency instability, and hence, their Codes typically em- 
phasize the provision of active power. Ireland, with a maximum 
system demand of 6 GW, represents a small, near-isolated na- 
tional system with a challenging requirement to restore power 
within one second of fault clearance [I], [2]. Great Britain, with 
a maximum demand of 60 GW, represents a larger near-iso- 
lated system with similar requirements [3], [4]. In contrast, fre- 
quency stability in continental European countries such as Ger- 
many is strengthened by interconnections within the Union for 
the Co-operation of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE). UCTE 
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in part by an EPRSC studentship. Paper no. TPWRS-00624-2006. 
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castle University, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, U. K. (e-mail: Andrew. Causebrook@ 
newcastle. ac. uk). 
Digital Object Identifier 10.1 109/TPWRS. 2007.901658 
TABLE I 
WIND TECHNOLOGY ENHANCEMENTS TO MEET FRT CHALLENGE 
Type FRT enhancement 
A. Dynamic rcactivcpowcrcompensatiOn (RPQ 
B. As above + pitch control 
C. Rotor converter protection + pitch control 
D. Pitch control + braking resistors on dc link 
members therefore have less onerous power restoration require- 
ments [51, [6]. 
The wind industry has responded to the introduction of FRT 
requirements in several ways according to wind turbine tech- 
nology type. For the purpose of considering FRT response, it is 
convenient to categorize commercial wind turbines in four main 
types [7], [8]: 
A) fixed-speed wind turbines (FSWTs) with fixed pitch; 
B) FSWTs with variable pitch (active stall); 
Q variable-speed wind turbines (VSWTs) with doubly-fed 
induction generators (DFIGs); 
D) VSWTs with fully-rated converters. 
Type A WTs were dominant in the 1990s but now retain less 
than I% of the world market share. Type B WTs have retained a 
sizeable market share and have accumulated an installed world 
capacity of approaching 10 GW. Type C has been the domi- 
nant technology since about 2002, but type D may challenge 
this dominance in the future as the cost of power electronics 
continues to fall. Specific technical developments made in re- 
sponse to FRT requirements are summarized in Table 1. 
Pitch control is therefore a central feature of most FRT strate- 
gies for modem wind turbines. However, there are still signifi- 
cant response limitations when this method is applied to smaller 
power systems. Although the blade pitch actuators are powerful 
enough to fully pitch the blades within a fraction of a second, 
the dynamic forces resulting from restoring power at this rate 
are very onerous. Faster restoration times may be achieved by 
improved structural design, but it is likely that these dynamic 
forces will remain a substantial design issue where sub-second 
restoration times are required. As a consequence, pitch con- 
trol is not the final solution for FRT compliance, and there is 
still an opportunity for technologies that reduce or eliminate 
dependence on pitch control systems or allow retrospective en- 
hancement of existing wind farms. This paper proposes series 
dynamic braking resistors (SDBRs) as a promising alternative, 
with particular applicability to FSWTs (types A and B) and 
possible extension to other generation technologies. The SDBR 
concept was introduced by the authors in 2005-2006 [9], [10]. 
The purpose of this paper is to present detailed analysis and tran- 
sient simulation results of its performance and assess its benefi- 
cial effects compared to state-of-art alternatives. 
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11. SDBR CONCI-Ayr 
The SDBR concept aims to contribute directly to the balance 
of active power during a fault, thus displacing or eliminating 
the need for pitch control. It does this by dynamically inserting 
a resistor in the generation circuit, increasing the voltage at the 
terminals of the generator and thereby mitigating the dcstabi- 
lizing depression ofelectrical torque and power during the fault 
period. 
The general schematic arrangement of SDBR is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
SDBR is shown located between the wind turbine(s) and the 
grid in Fig. 1. The actual position of the device within a partic- 
ular wind farm topology will depend on the space available to 
install it and the relative cost of switching at low, medium, and 
high voltage. The bypass switch could be mechanical, allowing 
multi-cycle response and discrete control, or static, allowing 
sub-cyclc response and smoothly variable control. This paper 
focuses on single-stage mechanical switching as the lowest cost 
and least complex option with potential to strongly contribute 
to FKf compliance of FSWTs. 
SDBR would operate with its switch closed under normal 
conditions, bypassing the braking resistor. Voltage depression 
below a selected set-point would lead to near-instantaneous trip- 
ping of the switch. Current would then flow through the inserted 
resistor for the period of' the fault and the initial post-fault re- 
covery. When voltage recovered above a minimum reference 
level, the switch would close and the circuit would be restored 
to its normal state. During the short insertion period, the energy 
would be dissipated in the resistor, raising its temperature. The 
resistor would be selected according to the limiting tempera- 
ture of its resistive elements and the maximum energy dissipated 
during the insertion period. 
Previous DBR topologies proposed by WU IIII and Freitus 
121 for wind farm stability have a shunt-connected topology, 
in the manner previously applied to improve transmission and 
synchronous generator stability 1131,1141. The distinctive ad- 
vantage of serics-SDBR over shunt-DBR is derived front the 
fact that its effect is related to current magnitude rather than 
voltage magnitude. SDBR is therefore most effective during the 
combined high generation, low residual voltage conditions that 
are most onerous for FRT. The effect is shown schematically in 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2 shows how generated power is transferred across the 
wind farm system, while excess dynamic power is stored in its 
drive train and beat is dissipated by SDBR. The effect on stator 
voltage is illustrated by the phasor diagram of Fig. 3. 
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that stator voltage, v_ is increased 
in magnitude by the voltage, ffl, jj, across SDBR. Since me- 
chanical torque is proportional to the square of the stator voltage 
of an induction machine, it can be infcrrcd that the presence of' 
SDBR will increase the mechanical power extracted from the 
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Fig. 2. Conceptual benefit ofSl3DR under fault conditions. 
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Fig. 3. Phasor diagram showing the effect of SDBR on stator voltage. 
drive train and therefore reduce its speed excursion during a 
voltage dip. This effect would improve the post-fault recovery 
ofa wind farm systern. Fig. 3 also shows the limiting beneficial 
case (dotted phasors) at very low power factor when SDBR has 
no effect on stator voltage magnitude. 
fit. Mi., I-liol)ol, o(; y 
Section 11 has introduced the SDBR concept and provided 
a theoretical basis for its application to FIRT. Simulation and 
analysis are required to support [his theoretical assertion and 
establish the magnitude and the extent of its beneficial effect 
compared to state-of-art dynarnic RPC. This section previews 
the methodology used in this paper to achieve this objective. 
The first step in Section IV is to establish a reduced FSWT 
(type A or 13) system that is representative of' a large modern 
wind farm. This representative wind farm system is then char- 
acterized by steady-state analysis in Section V to illustrate (lie 
effect of SDBR over a range of'super-synchronous rotor speeds. 
The validity and limitation ofusing steady-state analysis to infer 
FRT performance benefits is examined. A transient model of(he 
reprcsen(ative wind 111rin system is then presented in Section VI 
and used to simulate selected fault scenarios in order to verify 
the effect ol'SDBR. The dynamic response ol'a one-mass systern 
is used to study underlying FRTcharacteristics and check the va- 
lidity ofinferring transient behavior from steady-statc character- 
istics. The dynamic response ofa two-mass systern is then used 
to compare the performance of SDBR with dynarnic RPC. Fi- 
nally, the same (ransient model is used to check (lie effectivcness 
ofSDBR and dynamic RPC during a prolonged phase-to-phase 
grid fault. 
Simulation results are used to draw conclusions regarding the 
strength and extent of' the potential FRT application of' SDBR 
with FSWT-wind farms. 
IV. RITRUSENTNIlVE, WIND FARM SYSTFM 
Thcre is a broad range of practical wind turbine and wind 
farm configurations. rhe purpose of' this section is to delinc a 
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single representative wind farm system for all for the steady- 
state and transient analyses presented in this paper. 
A typical large wind farm comprising multi-megawatt 
FSWTs and incorporating SDBR is represented by the single 
line diagram of Fig. 4. 
Fig. 4 annotates the key parameters that influence stability of 
the system associated with a supergrid fault. These parameters 
are quantified and discussed below. All quantities are given in 
per unit form using wind turbine or wind farm active power 
rating as the power base. 
A. Mechanical Power input 
Wind turbine input power is highly variable and unsteady, 
resulting in large and rapid variations in power transfer [15, 
pp. 135-1361. For the purpose of studying worst-case FRT 
performance, these variations detract from observation of the 
fundamental system dynamics. Furthermore, they are smoothed 
over a wind farm with a large number of WTs because of 
their non-coherence. An equivalent constant power input has 
therefore been used in this paper [16, p. 5321. Since maximum 
generation conditions are worst-case for FRT assessment, an 
input power of 1.05 p. u. has been chosen to account for a 
realistic one-second overpower condition for a large wind farm. 
B. Drive Train Inertia and Coupling 
Drive train inertia is highly influential in the dynamic perfor- 
mance of a wind farm system. Lumped inertia constants (11) for 
WTs are typically in the range 2.4-6.8 s[ 16, p. 5451. Data from 
commercial 1.3-MW WTs suggest that 4.5 s is a representative 
value for this study. 
Drive train coupling is highly significant. It is now gener- 
ally accepted that two-mass representation of a WT drive train 
is a necessary feature for dynamic analysis [ 17 1. Data from a 
selection of mUlli-megawatt WTs suggest that a low speed to 
high speed inertia ratio ol'six to eight and an eigcnfrequency of 
2 Hz are broadly representative values. Mechanical friction and 
damping have little effect on system stability and are neglected. 
in summary, the following drive train parameters are used in this 
paper: 
Low speed inertia constant 4s 
High speed inertia constant 0.5 s 
Eigenfrcquency (free-free) f,. ig 21 lz 
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C. Induction Generator hitpedances 
Induction generator impedances are highly influential on 
the wind farm's FRT performance. Efficient multi-mcgawatt 
machines must have low rotor resistance and therefore it steep 
torque-slip curve at rated power and a low "pull-away" slip. 
The FWl' response of a wind fUrn is particularly sensitive to 
rotor resistance, and therefore, the selected value ofO. 007p. u. 
on WT rating is carefully chosen with reference to real WT 
data. Saturation effects, core losses, and the slip-dependence of' 
impedance magnitudes are not accounted for in this study. 
The following generator impedances have been used for all 
studies in this paper: 
Stator resistance 1?, = 0.006 p. u. 
Stator leakage inductance L, j - 0.14 Imi. 
Rotor resistance R, = 0.007 p. u. 
Rotor leakage inductance L, j = 0.05 p. u. 
Magnetizing inductance L.. = 3.0 p. u. 
D. Shunt Capacitance (Local to WT) 
WT shunt capacitance traditionally comprises fixed no-load 
and switched load compensation banks. Grid codes now ini- 
pose steady-state reactive power export requirements and tran- 
sient voltage control requirements that demand further provision 
met locally or centrally (see Subsection F). The base-case for 
the studies in this paper is reactive power compensation (RPQ 
of 1.0 p. u. using shunt capacitors, capable of meeting typical 
steady-state grid requirements. These capacitors are assumed to 
be connected throughout the FRT simulations. Additional dy- 
namic RPC is used only for comparison with SDBR. 
L WT Transformer Impedance 
Wind farms have dedicated step-Lip WT transformers. Typi- 
cally inuiti-megawatt WT transformers have lumped series reac- 
tance ot'0.06 p. u. and resistance of 0.01 p. u. The transformers 
are modeled as series impedance in steady state and transient 
analysis in this paper. 
F Central Reactive Power 
Central RPC can be provided by switched capacitors, SVC 
181 or STNrcom 1191. Central RPC has a marginally different 
effect on FRT performance than local RPC due to the inter- 
posing turbine transformers and cabling. However, for the pur- 
pose of these generic studies, central RPC has been ornitted in 
order to allow the lumping of' wind farm and grid impedance 
(see Subsection 1). 
G. SDBR 
SDBR can be located centrally or distributed at each tur- 
bine transf'ornier. Central location is advanlagcous where there 
are large numbers of, w, rs because it single device can be in- 
stalled at the site substation, avoiding the space and/or plan- 
ning constraints at the turbine tower. Although (here is some 
difference in the FRT performance ol'these two options, the dis- 
tributed SDBR option has been used in diese studies to reduce 
the complexity of' (he wind farm equivalent (see Subsection 1) 
and the transient model. The distributed SDBR is switched by 
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Fig. 5. Reduced schematic of representative wind farm. 
a fast-acting bypass contactor triggered by an instantaneous un- 
dcrvoltage relay. The total insertion time for such an arrange- 
mcnt Would be about 40 ms. In the base case studies, the resistor 
is switched out after one second in order to limit thermal loading 
on the resistor and avoid unnecessary dissipation ofpowcr after 
recovery. 
11. Grid Transftmner Impedance 
The grid transformer is an important component of a large 
wind farm system because of its substantial impedance. A ded- 
icated step-up transformer with a lumpcd series reactance of' 
0,10 p. u. and resistance of 0.05 p. u. is selected as representa- 
tive for a large wind farm. 
1. Equivalent Representation 
I laving defined parameters for each major component of a 
representative wind I'arm system, a reduced equivalent can be 
derived for the purpose of steady-state and transient analysis. 
The first reduction is the lumping of multiple WT units into 
a single equivalent with rating equal to the surn of the indi- 
vidual units and per unit values equal to those of the individual 
units. This is justified by the I'act that identical power inputs 
and system parameters have been used for each WT unit. The 
second reduction is the lumping of WT and grid transformers 
and miscellaneous grid impedance as a single series impedance 
neglecting shunt capacitance and transformer niagnetizsing re- 
actance. Omission of transformer inrush is not highly signifi- 
cant for the comparative assessment of this paper. The following 
lumped values are therefore proposed for this study: 
Grid resistance Rg = 0.04 p. u. 
Grid inductance Ly = 0.20 p. u. 
In summary, the reduced, representative model carried forward 
for analysis in the following sections is shown in Fig. 5. 
V. STIýýADY-STATI-'CfIARACTIýRIZATION 
A. hitroduction 
The purpose of this section is to characterize the influence 
of SDBR on steady-state wind farm power flows and thereby 
infer potential FR, r enhancements of the representative wind 
farm system ofFig. 5. Two enhancement technologies arc coin- 
pared: state-of-art dynamic RPC and SDBR. However, before 
proceeding with this analysis, it is important to relate the time 
frames of fault events and system time constants. The range of' 
applicable grid faults is defined by the voltage -duration profile 
of Fig. 6(a) and illustrated by the selected fault scenarios of' 
Fig. 6(b). 
Fig. 6(a) is taken from the GB Grid Code [CC. A. 4.3,41 but 
is of' a form typical of the requirements of' many modern grid 
codes. The profile does not describe a single fault event but the 
envelope of'rcctangular voltage notches associated with worst- 
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case grid faLlItS. The ac time constant, for system transients 
is derived from the following cqUation: 
where 
XT 
wit, 
XT = system Thevenin equivalent reactance(Q); 
w= system angular frcqucncy(rads- 1 ). 
The time constant is calculated to be 180 nis for the systern 
equivalent of Fig. 7 and noted to be independent ofstator rcsis- 
tance. The two voltagc-time traces shown in Fig. 6(b) are used 
to represent faults with long and short time durations relative to 
this time constarit. The long duration fault, M. can be approxi- 
mated as three steady-state conditions. The short duration fault, 
N, will be heavily influenced by the system transient response, 
and steady-state characteristics are less directly indicafive ofsta- 
bility in this case (see Section V-F`2). 
B. Steady-State Power Characterization 
The single-phase, positive sequence circuit equivalent lor tile 
representative wind farm offig. 5 is shown in Fig. 7(a) with per 
unit slip, s. 
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The steady-state power transfer capability of an FSWT wind 
farm is characterized by the power-speed curves derived from 
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 7(a). There are two power charac- 
teristics of interest in FRT assessment: the decelerating power 
extracted from the mechanical system (determining the dynamic 
stability of the wind farm system) and the power exported to 
the grid (supporting the dynamic stability of the overall power 
system). This paper is concerned primarily with wind farm sta- 
bility and therefore focuses on decelerating power characteris- 
tics, as shown in Fig. 7(b). 
C. Quasi-Steady-State Assessment 
Having introduced the steady-state power-speed characteris- 
tics of the wind farm system, the next step is to consider drive 
train dynamics within each period of the fault and plot the re- 
sulting real-time trajectory onto quasi-steady-state characteris- 
tics. In order to emphasize the effect of FRT enhancement tech- 
niques, a low lumped inertia constant of 2.5 s has been used 
for the following assessment. Furthermore, the effects of elec- 
trical system transients have been neglected at this stage. The 
resulting quasi-steady-state analysis is illustrated by Fig. 8 for 
the base-case wind farm system. 
Fig. 8(a) shows the voltage-time characteristic of fault M. 
Fig. 8(b) shows the dynamic trajectory of the system superim- 
posed onto the steady-state powcr-speed curves for each of the 
voltage levels associated with the fault. The key determinant of 
stability is acceleration during the fault period (driven by the net 
accelerating power, AP) and the power balance at fault clear- 
ance. In Fig. 8(b), the input power is greater than the decelcr- 
ating power at this time, and therefore, the system is unstable. 
The primary objective of FRT enhancing technologies is there- 
fore to improve the balance of power at this crucial point. 
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Fig. 10. Enhanced FRT response with dynamic RPC. 
A Improving Stability Using Dynamic RPC 
The state-of-art method for enhancing FRT performance of 
wind farms comprising FSWTs is to insert dynamic RPC, using 
thyristor-switched capacitors, SVC or STATCOM. The effect of 
thyristor-switched capacitors on the steady-state system power 
characteristics is shown in Fig. 9. 
Fig. 9 shows the effect of 0.3- and 0.6-p. u. dynamic RPC on 
the steady-state power characteristics with 90% grid recovery 
voltage. It can be observed that the dynamic RPC lifts the power 
characteristic throughout the speed range by about 15 % for each 
0.3-p. u. RPC increment. 
The effect of 0.3-p. u. dynamic RPC on the quasi-steady-state 
response of the wind farm to fault M is shown in Fig. 10. 
It can be observed that the net accelerating power, AP, is less 
than the base-case study in Fig. 8(b), resulting in reduced speed 
excursion at fault clearance (3). Furthermore, the recovery char- 
acteristic is greater in magnitude, resulting in a significant net 
decelerating power in the recovery phase. The combination of 
these factors means that the enhanced system has a good margin 
of stability. 
E. Improving Stability Using SDBR 
The effect of SDBR on the steady-state system power char- 
actcristics is shown in Fig. 11. 
Fig. 11 shows the effect of 0.05- and 0.1-p. u. SDBR on 
the steady-state power characteristics with 90% grid recovery 
voltage. It can be observed that the peak power is increased 
substantially (about 40% for 0.1 -p. u. SDBR), but the improve- 
ment in the power characteristic diminishes substantially with 
increasing speed. This qualitative effect was predicted from the 
phasor diagram of Fig. 3. 
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The effect of 0.1-p. u. SDBR on the quasi-steady-state re- 
sponse of the wind farm to fault M is shown in Fig. 12. 
It can be observed that the net accelerating power, AP, tends 
to zero during the fault period so that a quasi-stable position is 
reached at the residual voltage level. When the fault is cleared, 
a large decelerating power is applied (point 4), rapidly restoring 
the system to near-nominal speed. The enhanced system there- 
fore has a very large margin of stability. 
Effect of System Transients 
The influence of system transients on quasi-stcady-statc as- 
sessment becomes progressively more significant for faults of 
shorter duration. These influences are conveniently categorized 
as dynamical, arising from generator rotor acceleration or decel- 
eration, and transient, arising from electrical voltage steps. The 
following analysis seeks to examine each influence in isolation 
using the full transient model described in Section V1. 
1) Dynamical Influence: Acceleration (ci) scenarios of 
0.3 p. u. and -0.15 p. u. have been selected to represent the 
higher end of likely acceleration magnitudes arising from 
two-mass simulations (i. e., Fig. 18). The acceleration and 
deceleration simulations, with and without SDBR, were initial- 
ized at 1.0-p. u. and 1.1 -p. u. speeds, respectively. Fig. 13 shows 
the results of these simulations. 
Fig. 13 shows that acceleration "shears" the power-spccd 
curves in the direction of higher speed and power magnitude, 
and deceleration "shears" the power-speed curves in the direc- 
tion of lower speeds and power magnitude. The key observation 
for the purpose of this qualitative assessment is that the benefi- 
cial effect of SDBR is sustained in each case. 
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Fig. 14. Transition of mechanical power during fault N. 
2) Transient Influence: Fig. 14 shows the transition of me- 
chanical power associated with the voltage steps of fault N in 
Fig. 6 with speed constrained to nominal. 
It can be observed that SDBR does not change the voltage 
decay time constant [- 180 ms, as derived from (1)]. but it does 
substantially increase the initial mechanical power exported 
into the electrical system during the fault. It is also evident 
that SDBR strongly damps the dc-induced 50-Hz oscillating 
component of power in the period after each voltage transition. 
After fault clearance, the power export with SDBR is initially 
depressed but rises quickly to exceed the base-case. 
V1. TRANSIENT SIMULATION OF WIND FARM SYSTEM 
A. Introduction 
The benefits of SDBR and dynamic RPC have been inferred 
from steady-state analysis in Section V. This section introduces 
a transient model of the wind farm system and applies it in 
Matlab-Simulink to confirm these inferred benefits in compar- 
ison to dynamic RPC for balanced and unbalanced FRT simu- 
lations. The transient model is shown in the schematic diagram 
of Fig. 15. 
Fig. 15 corresponds directly to the single line diagram in 
Fig. 5 with each transfer function, G(s), relating to a system 
component. G(s) has the general form of 
G(s) = 
b(s) 1 
a(s) = Xs +Y 
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TABLE II 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
Component Function x Y 
Mechanical system: 
Low-speed inertia 01'(S) 2HI, 
-0 Shaft coupling G. (s) K, 16F 
High-speed inertia Ghs(S) 2Hh. 0 
Electrical system: I 
Grid impedance G, (s) Ij-- P, 
Reactive powe comp. Gý(s) C"JO)o IOJ 
Notes: 
B, & RP, are insertedfor numerical stability only 
C, Pý=C. + kCd,. where k is 
I during thefault and ramps to 
zero during the recovery period (no proportional control) 
where 
a(s) and b(s) are input and output functions, respectively 
scalar functions for mechanical system 
space vector functions for electrical system 
X and Y are inertia (inductance) and damping (resistance). 
X and Y are referenced to physical parameters in Table Il. 
Typical values from Section IV are assigned to each param- 
cter in the transient studies presented in this section. The induc- 
tion generator block, IG, represents a transfer function derived 
from 
R. I. +1 
dA. 
wo dt 
Itil" +1 
dA, 
o (4) 
WO Tt 
whcre 
M is 7r/2 rotation opcrator 
V. and V,, are p. u. stator and rotor space vector voltages 
7 i. and 7%r are p. u. stator and rotor space vector currents 
wo and w,, are base speed (rad/s) and p. u. rotor speed 
-7 A. = Lmir + Ljis is p. u. stator space vector flux linkage 
A, = L. J, + LITIr is p. u. rotor space vector flux linkage. 
B. Balanced Lumped Mass Simulation 
The purpose of this lumped mass simulation is to establish the 
underlying transient effect of SDBR with minimum complexity. 
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The model of Fig. 15 is reduced by lumping high and low speed 
inertias to form a single drive train incrtia constant, H, of 4.5 s. 
The fault scenario selected for this example is 710 ms at 
50% residual voltage, and 0.05 pu SDBR was selected as the 
minimum value that safely allowed recovery of the system for 
all fault scenarios derived from the voltage-duration profile of 
Fig. 6. The results of this scenario, simulated using the model 
of Fig. 15, are shown in Fig. 16. 
Fig. 16(a) shows that SDBR transforms an unstable condition 
into a comfortably stable one. The reason for this improvement 
is illustrated by Fig. 16(b), which shows the increase in mechan- 
ical power extracted from the drive train both during and after 
the fault. This beneficial effect is repeated for the full range of 
faults described by the voltage duration profile of Fig. 6 and 
makes the difference between stability and instability in the fault 
duration range of 500-800 ms. Fig. 17 shows the correlation be- 
twcen the transient simulation results and those predicted from 
quasi-steady-state analysis with reference to the plot of rotor's 
powcr-speed FRT trajectory. 
The FRT trajectory of the rotor in Fig. 17 starts at the system's 
pre-fault operating point (1.006,1.05), accelerates up to the in- 
stant of fault clearance (1.033,0.6), and then decelerates to its 
post-fault operating point (1.007,1.05). The dynamically-ad- 
justed steady-state characteristics associated with the fault (a = 
0.04 p. u. ) and recovery (a = -0.03 p. u. ) arc superimposed onto 
the power-speed plot. It can be observed that the FRT trajectory 
converges with these characteristics in both cases following an 
initial voltage transient error, as predicted in Section V-F. 
C. Balanced 7Wo-Mass Simulation 
Having established the reduced wind farm's underlying FRT 
response and correlated it with quasi-stcady-state analysis, this 
section compares the performance and sensitivities of SDBR 
a--0.03 
10 
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SDBR switch-out transient 
Fault clearance 
Fig. 15. Schematic diagram of transient model with single mass. 
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and dynamic RPC technologies using a two-mass wind farm 
tnodel. 
The model of Fig. 15 is run with a fault scenario of 384 ms 
at 30% residual voltage selected from the fault duration profile 
of Fig. 6. A shorter, deeper voltage dip was selected because 
this type of fault is typically more severe for two-mass drive 
trains. This is because destabilizing oscillations are excited in 
the two-mass system by the large voltage steps associated with 
the shorter faults. These oscillations are shown in the results of 
Fig. 18. 
Fig. 18 shows the base-case system's dynamic response to 
the 384-ms fault scenario. After an initial transient decelerating 
impulse at fault initiation, the step reduction in electrical de- 
cclcrating torque results in large acceleration of the high-speed 
(generator rotor) shaft. The relatively low inertia of this shaft 
means that its acceleration is much larger than observed for a 
corresponding single mass simulation. The step torque excites 
two-mass oscillations superimposed on underlying drive train 
acceleration. Fault clearance imposes a second torque step that 
excites further oscillation but reduces the underlying accelera- 
tion. However, the average decelerating torque during the re- 
covery phase is not sufficient to allow recovery of the system, 
and the WT would probably trip on overspecd protection during 
the first positive swing after fault clearance. 
Having discussed the fundamental dynamic response of the 
base-case system, Fig. 19 compares the system response with 
SDBR and dynamic RPC inserted. The values of SDBR resis- 
tance and dynamic RPC capacitance used in the study were 
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selected as the minimum necessary to secure comparable and 
sufficient stability over the full range of faults defined by the 
voltage duration profile of Fig. 6. 
During the fault, SDBR mitigates acceleration more strongly 
than dynamic RPC [see Fig. 19(a)]. This effect is a result of 
the additional power extracted from the mechanical system 
[see Fig. 19(b)] of which some is exported into the grid [see 
Fig. 19(d)] and the remainder is dissipated in the SDBR resistor 
[see Fig. 19(c)]. 
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TABLE III 
SDBR SwrrCHING SCHEMES 
a 
Scheme no. Switch-in (s) Switch-out (s) 
1 0.12 0.52 
2 0.12 1.12 
3 0.04 0.44 
4 0.04 1.04 
Note: Time Is given w. r. L fault initiation 
During the recovery, both technologies act similarly to limit 
post-fault oscillations and give rise to stable operation in about 
2.5 ss. In both cases, power export to the grid is restored above 
0.9 p. u. within 0.5 s of fault clearance [see Fig. 19(d)], although 
subsequent oscillations do cause some further reduction below 
this level. 
The energy dissipated by SDBR [see Fig. 19(c)] determines 
its size and cost. This energy can be optimized by changing the 
switch-out time. The switch-in time, on the other hand, should 
always be as short as possible to maximize its speed limitation 
effect. In this study, SDBR is modeled on the LV system, and 
therefore, 40 ms has been used as the likely time from fault 
detection to contactor interruption. In the case of central SDBR, 
MV switching would give rise to slower insertion times in the 
order of 120 ms. Fig. 20 compares the four SDBR switching 
schemes defined in Table III. 
It can be observed that scheme 3 has the most stable response 
and will clearly dissipate significantly less energy in the resistor 
than scheme 4. The marginal stability of scheme I highlights 
the importance of rapid insertion with centralized SDBR. The 
energy dissipated in the resistor using the optimum scheme 2 is 
calculated as 0.05 p. u. This implies that a 2-MW WT would re- 
quire a resistor thermally rated at 100 U for a distributed SDBR 
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scheme. Alternatively, a 40-MW wind farm would require a cen- 
tral resistor thermally rated at 2 ML 
A Unbalanced Simulation 
Although the majority of grid faults are unbalanced, grid 
codes tend to focus on FRT requirements for balanced fault 
conditions. The assumption is that balanced faults are more 
onerous for generator stability than unbalanced ones. Although 
this is generally the case, it is instructive to observe the response 
of the representative wind farm for a shorted phase-to-phase 
fault cleared by slow-acting backup protection after one second. 
The recovery is assumed to be at rated grid voltage. 
Fig. 21 shows that this is a very onerous fault that results 
in instability for the base-case example and marginal stability 
with each of the FRT technologies. The dynamic RPC actu- 
ally recovers more rapidly because of the fact that SDBR is 
switched out only 40 ms after fault clearance (total insertion 
time of one second). The importance of this scenario is the fact 
that the energy dissipated in SDBR is higher than the balanced 
case (0.15 p. u. in the above example). This could therefore be- 
come the limiting factor for SDBR thermal design. 
V11. CONCLUSION 
SDBR has been shown by transient simulation to significantly 
improve the FRT performance of a representative large wind 
farm comprising FSY; Ts. Centralized or distributed SDBR is 
shown to be capable of transforming an unstable wind farm re- 
sponse into a comfortably stable one without the need for pitch 
control or dynamic RPC. This improvement is achieved over an 
extensive range of balanced and unbalanced faults as typically 
specified by grid codes. Direct comparison of SDBR and dy- 
namic RPC for the representative wind farm concludes that a 
0.05-p. u. dynamic resistor is equivalent to 0.4 p. u. of dynamic 
RPC. As well as a substantial capital cost advantage, SDBR has 
the potential for higher reliability and lower maintenance. 
Quasi-stcady-state analysis has been demonstrated in theory 
and applied as a useful tool for characterizing SDBR perfor- 
mance and predicting transient stability. This method illustrates 
the extent and limitation of the beneficial effects of SDBR and 
allows generic comparison with alternatives technologies such 
as dynamic RPC. It is shown to be particularly useful for as- 
sessmcnt of longer faults whether the transient influences are 
less significant. Quasi-steady-state analysis therefore underpins 
the results of specific transient studies. 
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An important design factor for SDBR is its switching regime. 
A study of the sensitivity of SDBR performance to insertion 
delay and duration concludes that an optimum scheme would 
typically achieve rapid insertion and early switching out of the 
dynamic resistor. Such a scheme can result in rapid stabiliza- 
tion of export power combined with low thermal loading of the 
resistor. 
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